Community mourns the loss of a legend Dropkick Murphys
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Charles W. Bassett, formerprofessorand belovedjriendof the College, passedaway on October 19, 2010.

By MICHAEL BROPHY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Former Lee Family Professor
of English and American Studies
emeritus Charles W. Bassett
passed away on Tuesday, October
19. Bassett began his career on
the Hill in 1969 and spent more
than three decades crafting a powerful legacy as one of the most influential faculty members in
recent College history.
Although his accomplishments were plentiful , the community remembers Bassett most
for his larger-than-life personality and his love for teaching.
"He was in love with what he
did ," Bassett 's friend and colleague Jennifer Boylan, professor of English , said. "He gave
all his heart to what he
did....For a lot of peop le he was
the ep itome of what a college
professor ought to be."
One of Bassett 's most notable
and lasting accomplishments was
his creation of the American Studies department at Colby, of which he
was the chair from 1971 until 1996.
The American Studies department
did not have any full-time faculty
members until Margaret McFadden ,

associate professor of American and Civic Engagement, marveled at
Studies, and Christian A. Johnson, how Bassett's entire life revolved
associate professor of integrative around the College. "Colby was the
liberal learning, joined the College center of his universe," he said.
Bassett made a point to be inin 1996. Yet Bassett, who retired in
2000 but continued to teach part- volved in all aspects of the College.
"I don 't think
time, was able to
there's a comdevelop the demittee at Colby
partment, and it
that he didn 't
was one of the
serve
on,"
most popular maMaisel
said.
jors on the Hill
"Anything
while he was here.
there was to do
"He created a
at Colby you
thriving program
asked him to do
here with no offihe would do it."
cial faculty reAlthough he
sources just by
was undoubtdrawing people
edly a great actogether— in
ademic, one of
some waysjust by
the aspects of
the sheer force of
Jennifer
Boylan
Bassett 's perhis personality,"
Professor of English
sonality that so
McFadden said.
many of his
Bassett did not
friends
and
just serve as a cornerstone for both the American former students admired was his
Studies and English departments — love for life outside of the classhe was also a cornerstone of the en- room. After Bassett's son began
tire College community. His close playing soccer at Waterville High
friend and colleague Sandy Maisel, School, Bassett became a devoted
William R. Kenan Jr. professor of soccer fan and spent the next sevgovernment and director of the eral decades attending almost
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs every Colby soccer home game (as

He gave all his
heart to what he
did....For a lot of
people he was
the epitome of
what a college
professor ought
to be.

well as many road games), pacing
the sidelines and yelling at the
players, wearing his iconic yellow
slicker. A memorial was held on
Saturday, October 23 near the soccer field and continued throughout
the men's soccer game.
He also loved a good glass of
beer and the camaraderie it could
build. As Maisel recollected, every
time Bassett went over to his
house he had a six-pack of beer in
hand because "he didn 't want to
get caught short."
At faculty meetings, Boylan
fondly remembered that "he just
wanted to get out of whatever boring meeting we were in and go have
a few beers."
Bassett 's love for the College
and love for teaching helped him
profoundly influenced generations
of Colby students. About a month
ago, Boylan sent out an e-mail to
all of the American Studies and
English majors who graduated
while Bassett was teaching letting
them know that he was very ill.
Within two days, Boylan had received over 200 letters to Bassett,
and they kept coming.
Students did not wait until his
death to pay tribute to Bassett. By
the end of his career, Bassett's office door was entirely covered with
postcards from around the world
written by his former students.
Bassett's dedication did not go unnoticed by his peers, either. Among
his many distinctions, two of the
greatest were his Mary C. Turpie
Award from the American Studies
Association and the Senior Class
Teaching Award, which has since
been renamed the Charles W. Bassett
Faculty Award. He was the first recipient of both of the awards.
A legendary teacher, a loving
father and grandfather and a titan
of the Colby community, Charles
Bassett dedicated his life to help
make Colby the great institution it
is today.
"You don 't teach for the money,
you don 't teach for the fame or the
influence. You teach because your
heart tells you to," Boylan said.
"When you think about the best
teacher you ever had, you think of
somebody who gave their whole
heart to you. And for 30 years of
Colby students that person was
Charlie Bassett."
Bassett is s u r v i v e d by his
two children , David and Elizabeth Bassett , and his three
grandchildren.
See pages 4-5 f o r memories of
Charles Bassett.
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SPB brings Boston 's Irish-punk
band to the Hill as its "Big Show "
By DEVIN O'BRIEN
NEWS STAFF

With the roar of wailing bagpipes, ripping guitars and snarling
vocals, Dropkick Murphys wrap a
modem punk rock ethic around an
age old Irish folk music tradition.
Their innovative sound is marked
by an uncompromised spirit of loyalty
to
the
working-class environment in Boston,
where the band
members
were
raised, and a hooligan-like adoration
for the city's sports
teams. The band
will take the stage
on the Hill Friday,
October 30 as this
year 's Student Programming Board
(SPB) "Big Show."
Dressed in Bruins jerseys, cutoff tees and kilts , the Dropkick
Murphys are a far cry from the
made-up pop culture rock stars on
MTV. There is an unpretentious
and gritty, yet poetic, quality to the
Dropkick's music that harkens
back to an era when rock stars didn 't wear makeup, when song lyrics
were scrawled on bar napkins and
when people believed that the

words to a song might actually
change something in the world.
The Dropkick Murphys paint
"Springsteen-esque" portraits of
the plights of the working class,
proud family heritages and the loss
of loved ones with their fiery
lyrics, whiskey soaked melodies
and honest
ballads about
blue-collar
workers, war
and
death .
Drop kick
Murp hys
somehow
manage
to
weave themselves
and
their past into
every piece
of music they
write without
sounding
pretentious or
sentimental.
Devin Burkhart '11 , chair of
the live music committee, was instrumental in bringing the band to
Colby. "I chose Dropkick because
I know they put on a great , high
energy show that will sell to students at Colby as well as members
of the local community."

Dressed in Bruins
jerseys, cut-off
tees and kilts,
the Dropkick
Murphys are a
far cry from the
made-up pop
culture rock
stars on MTV.

See DROPKICK, Page 12
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The Dropkick Murphys are coming to pe rform at the College
on Friday, October 30. The punk rock band will perform at
the Wadsworth Gymnasium. Doors will open at 8:00 p . m .
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Parents gather to watch a demonstration by the Woodsmen Team on Saturday, October 23 during Family Homecom ing Weekend.

A closer look at sexual assault |

Two seniors examine sexual assault on the Hill in an eff ort to raise
awareness and change campus culture on an of te n taboo subject
assault] policy " but wants to see
that it is imp lemented in a way that
'" makes sure students know what
Leslie Hutchings '1 1 and
their resources are and [ensures]
I leather Pran ' 11 have the same that the College is making those
conclusion when it comes to the
resources well-known."' Hutchings
issue of sexual assault on the Hill: it
said. Besides education. SGA is
doesn ' t not receive enough attenpushing for the long-term solution
tion from students. Hutchings. the of "having more centers on camStudent Government Association pus that deal with particular issues
< SGA) president, and Pratt, a on campus." SGA hopes that the
Women 's. Gender and Sexuality- College will desi gnate specific
Studies and English double major, centers for sexual assault support
aim not onlv lo raise awareness and campus safety.
about sexual assault on campus, but
Pratt , who is writing her senior
also to educate others on the subject
thesis on sexual assault on the Hill ,
and support those affected by it.
has alw ays been passionate about
Hutchings became involved
women 's issues She was insp ired
W ith the issue after working on the to write her thesis after participatGreen Dot Campaign, a national
ing in Waterville 's Take Back the
effort to encourage public safety Nig ht event last year. This annual
on college campuses After the event is a rall y to raise awareness
Campai gn came to the Hill. Hutchabout sexual assault. '"A lot of peoings along with
ple were very emoPratt and contional at [the rally],
including some of
cerned
student
leaders
from
my friends and
Women ' s Group.
peop le I was very
Gentlemen
of
close to, and that
Quality and Stureally
affected
me," Pratt said.
dent Health on
Pratt said that
Campus (SHOC)
formulated
the
students
brush
•¦My Colby Camaside the issue of
sexual assault, but
paign ," an antisexual
assault
stressed that, "it is
a cultural thing. 1
p ledge specific to
the College 's camdon 't think it 's just
pus , developed in
Colby. I think all
the first few weeks
college campuses
Heather Pratt are like this and ,
of school. During
Class
of
2011
this campaign, the
in fact , the world
group
collected
in general. "
signatures of stuTo gather infordents who promised to respect othmation for her thesis , Pratt
ers " personal space and intervene
posted on the College 's General
if they sense the potential for a Announcements
encourag ing
dangerous sexual situation to unstudents to share their personal
fold. They developed the pledge
experiences and op inions on the
w as de\ eloped "to raise awareness current sexual assault policies on
.uid getting people to actively
campus. Through her research.
think about [sexual assault]. " Pratt has found that campus culHutchings said.
ture normalizes sexual assault ,
SGA is "OK with the [sexual
which the College defines as ,
By CATE DONOVAN
NEWS STAFF

The
intersection
of hook up
culture and
sexual assault
is so closely
linked...the
gray area is
very gray.

"sexual activity, of any kind , members of the campus commuwith a person without that per- nity do not discuss sexual assault
enough. "A lot of the girls who I
son 's consent."
According to Pratt , this nor- have talked to have said, 'Colby is
malization is a result of, "drink- a small school. If I report [sexual
ing and the
assault], I'll be
o s t r a c i z e d , '"
attitude of *I
can do whatPratt said- In
ever I want , '"
this way, the
two things that
culture of the
often go hand
College discourages open diain hand. "The
intersection of
logue on the
issue of sexual
hook up culassault.
ture and sexual
assault is so
According to
Hutchings ,
c l o s e l y
"[Sexual
as1 I n k e d ... t h e
gray area is
sault] is one of
those things that
very
gray/'
Pratt said. Bepeople don 't really talk about
cause of thus
because it is
gray area , sexawkward and
ual assault at
uncomfortable."
the
College
"happens more
Despite the fear
often than peoLeslie Hutchings of talking about
sexual assault,
Class of 2011
p le think and
many students
no one is talkhave have come
ing about it
and that makes it reall y hard for to discuss their experiences with
peop le who are victims of sex- Pratt. "A lot of guys have apual assault to talk about it ," proached me and been like 'What
Pratt said. Another source of is consent anyway?' They don 't
difficulty is the fact that , ac- know what it is. A lot of girls have
cording to Pratt , "there is no said, 'I think I have been sexually
one set person [that victims] assaulted but I don't really know,'"
Pratt said.
can go to [to] have support."
Education and a healthy disPratt, who will present her thesis to the administration in May, course on sexual assault would,
brainstormed several ways to min- according to Hutchings and Pratt,
imize the occurrences of sexual greatly help those who are its vicassault on the Hill. Because edu- tims. "I was worried that no one
cation and awareness are at the was going to want to talk to me
root of the problem, she suggested about this, but a lot of people do
that the subject be discussed more and it 's almost like these people
at first-year orientation, when stu- need someone to talk to ," Pratt
dents relieve their initial introduc- said. According to Hutchings,
tion to the College. Like "Getting people to talk about
Hutchings. Pratt also emphasized [sexual assault] will hopefully
that "there need to be places give people the avenues to ask
where people can talk about [sex- questions or point them in the
right direction of seeking help if
ual assault]."
Hutchings and Pratt agreed that they need it."

Getting people
to talk about
[sexual assault]
will hopefully
give people the
avenues to
ask questions
or point them
in the right
direction of
seeking help if
they need it.

HerCampusnowfor Colby students
By EMMA CLANCY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Her Campus Colby will soon be
only a click away for students
seeking to find out about Collegespecific events and trends and receive the latest news on lifestyles,
fashion and pop culture .
Her Campus is "a national online magazine for college women,
covering topics on Style, Health.
Love, DormLife, Career and
World ," as stated on its Twitter
page . Founded by three undergraduates on staff at Harvard 's
online lifestyle and fashion magazine , the website has expanded
and now includes "MyCampus"
branches at colleges and universities across the nation. The Colby
branch launches November 2.
Brett Depper ' 13 and Kassy
Sullivan ' 13 are the "campus

correspondents" for the Colby
branch of Her Campus. They are
responsible for publicizing the
website to other students and
have worked to develop a team
of student writers and public relations and events coordinators at
the College . Depper and Sullivan
will also serve as the editors of
the Colby website and write its
news section.
Depper and Sullivan initially
sent in an application to Her
Campus because Sullivan had
heard about other colleges starting their own branches. "I knew
about the website hercampus.com and started looking at
the different branches at other
schools." she said. "[I] saw how
easy it was to start up a branch
at our school and just thoug ht
Colby would be really receptive

to something like that."
The main sections of the Colby

Depper and
Sullivan hope
that Her Campus
Colby will bring
the College's
students closer
together.
branch include News/Lifestyle,
Campus Celebrity, Campus Cutie,
Campus Poll and Upcoming Events.
Depper, who worked as a personal trainer at a gym over the

summer, is also writing a blog for
Her Campus Colby on fitness and
health. "I used to love working out,
and then this summer I watched so
many people work out [that] I got
bored with it ," she said. "The fitness blog is a way for me to have
fun at the gym again."
Depper will up date her blog
twice a week. The rest of the
website will be updated once a
week on different days so there
is always something new for students to read. "The bi g thing is
we want to write about what
people want to hear about ," Depper and Sullivan said. Every article will be accompanied by a
comment box , and Depper and
Sullivan hi ghly encourage feedback from students.
In the meantime, students can
visit the "Her Campus Colby"

KTTP-.//ABCNEWS GO COM

Colby graduate Dan Harris '93 co-anchors A B C 's popular
show, "Good Morning America Weekend Edition. "Harrishas been
withABC News since2000and began his newpositionin October 2010.

Dan Harris '93 coanchors news show
Dan Harris '93 was named the
new co-anchor of "Good Morning
America Weekend Edition" on
October 8.
During his senior year on the
Hill, Harris faced the dilemma of
finding a job. "I had no idea what
I was going to do for the rest of my
life," Harris said. However, using
contacts he had made during his
college internships in the news industry, Harris was able to secure a
part-time position as a camera operator for a Bangor news station.
He was making $5.50 an hour and
living the "mac 'n' cheese for dinner" lifestyle, he said.
A few months later, Harris
began doing some reporting work
for the Bangor station; during this
time, he acted as his own cameraman and crew. Shortly thereafter ,
he accepted a position with news
channel WCSH in Portland and
held the job for two and a half
years. He then worked for New
England Cable News (NECN) in
Boston before joining ABC News
in March 2000.
During his time at the College,
Harris, who grew up in Newton,
MA, was a DJ and a member of
the debate team. "I was a totally
typical Colby student," he said. "I
spent a lot of time on homework. I
spent a reasonable amount of time
going to parties," he added.

Harris said that the College s liberal arts approach to education
helped him learn to enjoy his
schoolwork. "In high school it was
always that I [had] to do my work.
[At Colby] I was really focusing on
things I was truly interested in. I
opened up a whole wellspring of
genuine curiosity," which is the
source of quality journalism, he
said. "[A liberal arts education]
helps you learn how to learn."
Harris urged students who are interested in a career in broadcastjournalism to "learn how to use the
equipment [You] needto know how
to do it all," he said Students who are
already know how to find stories,
shoot and edit will have a great advantage in the job market, he said.
However, every student looking
for a job after graduation should
"figure out what [they] really love.
Think big. Go for it," Harris said.
"When you're 20 or 21 years old ,
you can afford to take risks. Use
your youth to your advantage.
Think of some awesome thing you
want to do, and try it."
Harris now lives in New
York City. According to his
profile on ABC' s website, "He
received a Murrow Award for
his reporting on a young Iraqi
man who received the necessary help to move to America ,
and in 2009 won an Emmy
Award for his 'Nightline ' report 'How to Buy a Child in
Ten Hours. '"

Facebook page and Twitterto offer
their own suggestions and receive
updates from the team.
Depper and Sullivan hope that
Her Campus Colby will bring the
College's students closer together.
"We just want to stress how much
we want to be part of the community," Sullivan said "We don 't have
sororities so it 's important to have
a way to do fun stuff that Colby
wouldn 't fund otherwise and to
stretch boundaries of friendships."
The girls are currently trying to
become a registered club at the
College and thereby receive fund-

ing for events. They hope to bring
a M.A.C. makeup representative to
campus and invite athletic-apparel
company lululemon athletica to
have a trunk show at Colby. They
encourage their peers to suggest
other event ideas.
Depper and Sullivan invite
students to meet the Her Campus Colby team at a launch party
in the East Quad common room
on November 2. This openhouse event will feature food ,
Campus Cutie nominations and
a contest to win a free Her
Campus t-shirt.

By ERIN LOVE
NEWS STAFF
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Deputy Secretaryof Statespeakson foreignpolicy

James Steinberg
delivers this
year 's George J.
Mitchell lecture
By CARLY RUSHFORD
NEWS STAFF

"U.S. engagement is more essential than ever," U.S. Deputy
Secretary of State James Steinberg
told a packed Ostrove Auditorium
when he spoke at the College
Thursday, October 21. Steinberg
delivered the George J. Mitchell
Lecture titled "American Leadership and International Cooperation:
A Strategy for the 21 w Century."
Former senator of Maine
George Mitchell , for whom the
award is named, was in Maine at
the time and attended die lecture. A
Waterville native, he joked that he
was glad to be back on the Hill,
though he is an alumnus of rival
Bowdoin College. On January 22,
2009, President Barack Obama appointed Mitchell as the administration 's Special Envoy to the
Middle East Peace. He previousl y
served as the Senate Majority
Leader and is well known for his
success in assisting the Northern
Ireland Peace Process in 1995. He
introduced Steinberg as his "old
friend and now real-life boss" stating "he deals with every important
foreign policy confronting the
United States."
After a brief introduction from
the William R. Kenan Jr. Professor
of Government and Director of the
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs
and Civic Engagement Sandy
Maisel, Steinberg was welcomed
by the applause of the overflowing
Ostrove Auditorium.
Steinberg began his lecture
honoring and noting Mitchell's

biggest challenge we face is that
ternational actors to benefit all
we have so many issues to deal
those involved.
In the Middle East , the with and think about them simultaUnited States , along with
neously." The multidimensionality
many other nations , has faced of the challenges the United States
"We
need
a
faces brings about its own sense of
great challenges.
m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l strategy to conflict and pressure to emerge as
face this threat ," Steinberg
a leader in the 21" century.
said. "American leadershi p reSteinberg, a Harvard graduate,
mains essential as we work to said , "The most important thing
advance Middle East peace ," to do is study history because you
he added. Steinberg hi gh- cannot understand where people
are unless you understand where
li g hted Obama 's work in
Afghanistan in reference to re- they came from...[we] can leam
moving troops and working to lessons form history to help us
deal with consecure
the
temporary probsafety
and
lems." Steinberg
stability
of
said that during
Afg hani peohis undergraduple.
The
ate experience ,
Palestinianhe
learned the
Israeli
conpower and imflict , he said ,
should
be
portance
of
looked at as a
ideas. He encourages all stutwo-state solution , which
George J. Mitchell dents to take
remains in the
advantage
of
Special Envoyto the Middle East Peace
& Former Senator of Maine
their time in colUnited State 's
best interest
lege and to explore different
as well. "We
will remain committed to a realms of ideas because there is
"never a better time to reflect on
long-term vision , even when
progress is slower than expected." these things."
Steinberg urged students lookSteinberg 's concluding remarks once again highli ghted
ing to get more involved in the
the necessity of U.S. leaderinternational political sphere to
ship. Steinberg said that it is "Get involved. Get experience .
"no secret that this is a chalGo abroad. Do internshi ps and
lenging time ," but stressed that
get some exposure to people of
it is important to remember other countries." He also said that
Mitchell's passion in Northern
when looking into the future , beIreland when after 700 days of yond college, it is important to
failure and all it took was "one
"be open to opportunities because
you cannot plan a career. There
day of success."
The United States faces many are too many tangible things. [Instead] be open to new possibiliissues in the international world.
ties and do things that excite
Steinberg told the Echo in a private
interview, "I don't think we have you," he said. "Spend as much of
the luxury of saying there is [just] your time being as motivated and
one issue... in many ways the excited as you can. "

He deals with
every important
foreign policy
confronting the
United States.

NICK IOOrCE/THE COtBY ECHO

There was standing room only in Ostrove Auditorium at U.S. Deputy Secretary of State James Steinberg s' lecture on Thursday, October 21. Steinberg delivered the annual George J. Mitchell Lecture.
achievements and then delivered
his thoughts on U.S. leadership.
He cited the failures of early
American presidents who were reluctant to get involved in international affairs, and spoke of how
that led to conflict and tension in
the international world. With the
onset of the Cold War, however,
Steinberg said there was a "different vision: [the United States] realized the dangers of repeating the
past and they vowed to stay engaged in the world."
He continued , addressing how
he believes the problem of collective action can only be solved
by supreme leadership: "leadership that brings actors together,

creates the frameworks that facilitate cooperation and allows
countries to see the benefits of
collaboration over the long
term." The United States is in
the position to offer that leadershi p because of "our dominant
role in the security and economic realms , our global interests, our experience during the
Cold War and our national cando mindset," he said.
Steinberg used three examples
to further examine U.S. leadership: non-proliferation, merging
transnational issues like climate
change and peace building in
two key areas, Afghanistan and
the Middle East.

Each area attempted to seek
the help of U.S. leadership in
order to reach a level of success.
When covering non-proliferation , Steinberg said that today
with the "renewed sense of international determination and consensus, the critical role of our
leadership offers a real opportunity for real progress."
With the new and unprecedented environmental challenges, "U.S. leadership will be
critical... in helping to create
new institutions and new engagements to reap the benefits of
cooperation ," Steinberg said. He
also noted the importance of
working together with other in-
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LuziCare is a student-run initiative founded in 2007 working to bring health care to Malawi. Africa.

LuziCare 's silent auction and speed
dating to benefit Malawian health care

Event will take
p l a c on
e Thursday
at&ff lp.m inPage
By VANESSA CHONG
NEWS STAFF

LuziCare, a student-run initiative, will be holding its annual
silent auction to raise money for
health care in Malawi this Thursday, October 28.
Founded in 2007 by Jamie
Goldring '09, LuziCare works
with a community based organization (CBO) parent company, Faceto-Face AIDS, to address the need
for more accessible and better
quality health care in Malawi with
a strong focus on families dealing
with HIV/AIDS.
Recently, Face-to-Face AIDS
put the organization in touch with
developing CBO, Chadika, and the
two began work together. Money
raised by LuziCare is currently donated to Chadika to build sustainable gardens that support close to
40 Malawian families. This project
is part of an effort to ensure these

CBOs achieve a level of self-sufficiency which would allow additional health care projects to be
successfully launched in the future.
The auction
will run from
8:00 to 10:00
p.m. in Page
Commons.
Students can
bid on items
ranging from
ski tuning, donated by the
Colby Outdoor
Club,
piano
lessons, a double date at the
Grand Central
Cafe, a Ukulele
serenade, to a
variety
of
baked goods.
Coupled
with the auction, LuziCare is also
holding a speed-dating event,
something that has been very popular in the past. Additionall y, the
group has arranged ongoing
"penny wars" between the four
classes. All proceeds will be do-

nated to Chadika.
Presidents Chelsea Scholz '13
and Hillary Sapanski '13 are enthusiastic about the upcoming
fundraising
events and the
progress
LuziCare has made.
"We get updates
from Chadika and
we 've heard all
good things so
far," Scholz said.
Sapanski also has
big plans for possible future LuziCare activities ,
including
a
hunger banquet ,
as well as a
speaking event
with Ken Wong
'83, a Colby
alumnus
who
now runs Face-to-Face AIDS.
Scholz and Sapanski encourage any students interested in getting involved in LuziCare to stop
by the club' s meetings held on
Mondays at 9:00 p.m. in the Diamond building.

LuziCareworks...
to support the
need for more
accessible and
better quality
health care in
Malawi with a
strong focus on
families dealing
with HIV/AIDS.
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IN ME MORI AM
CHARLES BASSETT
1932-2010

Charlie was my great
friend for four decades.
He was a terrific teacher
and someone who truly
understood the meaning
and importance of
community in a liberal
arts college...And his
love for Colby and the
Colby family was without
bounds. His entire
professional life was
dedicated to helping
students to learn and to
building a community
among Colby faculty,
students and alumni.

Charlie had a remarkable passion for life , and
literature, and above all ,
the classroom. I think
that anyone who ever
knew him hoped to have
half as much passion for
anything as Charlie did
for teaching. I have
never known anyone
else remotely like him.
He was everything a
teacher should be. I
loved him. I cannot
believe he 's gone.
Jennifer Finney Boylan
Professor of English

Sandy Maisel

Professor of Government

He had a way of making
stuff stick with you.
That 's as good of a mark
of a great teacher as
anything else.

Charlie, like Hemingway,
had a way of bringing out
the romantic, rugged
individualist in all of us.

David Donnelly

Joyce Seymour Rains

Class of 91

Class of '86

Charlie Bassett was the real thing. He was, for many,
the ultimate measure of our Colby experience and
even our lives as Alumni.

Charlie smoked small cigars while he called us by our
last names, challenging us to join the discussion—
boy could he work the room.
John Orefice

Jeff R Russell

Class of "75

Class of '87

Professor Bassett was
a rare gem with a
major zest for life and a
constant twinkle in his
eye. I will always
remember his
magnetism and what
fun we had when he
volunteered to read
ghost stories by candle
and flashlight to the
troops living in
Goddard-Hodgkins!
Jen Bierwirth Shurman
Class of "87

Charlie stood in front of 150+ people for an
American Studies class team taught with
Sandy Maisel and said, "Maisel will know all
of your names by the end of the class, and I
won 't know them at the end of the semester."
Robert J. Ryan
Class of '81

When Charlie moved out of his office in the
English Department , I moved in. He left me
his La-Z-Boy. And not just any La-Z-Boy. If
you hit a button on the side of the chair, it
started shaking. Like Magic Fingers on a
motel bed. Did I ever have the nerve to tell
a student to press the button and see what
happened? No, I did not. But it pleased me
to know that Charlie wouldn 't have been so
shy. I imagine he'd have students push the
button and then roar with laughter as the
chair gave them a good shake.
Debra Spark
Professor of English

What I loved most about Bassett was his undying
enthusiasm for being the one consistent faculty writer for
an otherwise entirely student-run publication. No matter
how much we respected him and thanked him for
contributing, he always remained modest, thanking us for
allowing him to participate and telling us how honored he
was to be able to write for us.
Chelsea Eakm
Class of '09

No matter if it
had been a day
or a decade,
whether you were
a student or an
alum, Bassett was
always genuinely
interested in
what you were up
to and how you
were doing.
Jill Baxter
Class of '93

In diverse places, our children are regaled with
Bassett tales, and our wives roll their eyes over yet
another story. Our affection for you is apparent .

I ran into him a few years ago at my 30th
reunion, having not seen him for probably 10+
years. He greeted me like a long lost son, hugged
me and then chided me as only Charlie could by
saying, "You know, Thorndike, you could have
done a lot better if you'd
actually done the work."

Gary Coles-Christensen

Class of '71

I joined the staff of the Echo as an assistant layout editor in February of freshman year and became familiar with the
Sharpied graffiti that covers the office's
walls. Most prominent was: "BASSETT'S
NUMBER : CALL FOR ANYTHING MORE SIGNIFICANT
THAN A HANGNAIL ." What kind of emergency
that would provoke a call to a retired
professor remains unclear....But when
you love Colby as much as Charlie
Bassett did (and few ever have), it's not
something that really can ever end.

Ben Thorndike

Class of '78

Professor Bassett was a
fixture on that campus
whether you took his
class or not .
Kent Fikrig
Class of '85

Charlie had the
biggest smile, the
biggest laugh and the
biggest heart of
anyone I've known at
Colby. From the first
time I met him, he
treated me as an
equal, and his enthusiasm was infectious.

Suzanne Merkelson

Class of '09

He was for me the embodiment of
the Colby teaching experience:
thoughtful, personal , insightful and
honest. The lessons learned with
Charlie Bassett have served me well
for a lifetime.

Professor Bassett loved his students. He
loved them unconditionally and was
unswaying in his affection and loyalty to
them. He wanted more than anything for
them to learn and to succeed and was
liberal in his notions of success.

Marilyn Pukkila

Daniel Ouellette

Head of Instructional Services

Class of '71

Professor Bassett
walks to the
bottom of Lovejoy
100 in his trench
coat , places his
briefcase on the
table, wipes the
morning off his
face, slaps his
belly and exclaims,
"You're one day
deader than you
were yesterday."

Professor Bassett taught a
city kid to write. First mark I
got at Colby was a D+ from
Charlie Bassett. Tore my
paper to shreds. Told me to
talk to him. All he said was
"Don 't give up, stick with me
and I'll make you a better
writer." I did and he did. An
inspirational educator
mixed with a bit of
vaudeville. Go good places,
Charlie.

David Wilkens

Peter McNicholas

flaee nf 'QQ
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Gerry Boyle

Class of '78. P '06

The Colby Echo would like to thank the hundreds of alumni who wrote in response to our
request for memories of Professor Charles
Bassett. We apologize that we do not have
enough room to print all of your responses , and
the responses we have printed are significantly
abbreviated. We hope, though, that this section
reflec ts how greatly he affected generations of
Colby students and how deeply he will be missed
by his students and his friends.
Donations may be made to the Charles W.
Bassett Fund for American Studies, c/o Office of
Donor Relations, Colby College, 4345 Mayflower
Hill, Waterville, ME 04901.
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Students choose to spend time away from the Hill
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

"\ have never felt as connected
to nature as when 1 blindfolded
and restrained a baby elk. " Will
Bloomhardt *12 concluded about
his experience during his semester off. Bloomhardt is working as
an ecology intern at Bandelier
National Park in New Mexico for
six months instead of coming
back to the Hill directly after
summer break to start his junior
year
A majority of Colby students
spend a semester or even a year in
a study-abroad program that takes
them away from campus But a
few actualK take time off from
school in order to do something
out of the ordinary and experience
the world oeyond the confines of
a collegiate institution
During his first months as an
ecology intern. Bloomhardt "s job
tasks have ranged from the mundane to the truly majestic. "I've
spent a formidable amount of m\
900 hours w orking here pulling
tumblewecd and puncture vine
from
around
the
park. "
Bloomhardt said. However, he
has also had the chance to go elktagging, which he describes as his
most amazing internship experience to date. "All we had to do
then was walk up to [the calf] and
throw a blanket over its eyes
while we tagged its ear and took a
series of measurements." Will
described. "Throughout the whole
ordeal, the calf never moved a
muscle. It was a really unique
expenence to hold a handkerchief
over such an adorable creature 's
face, with another arm over its
soft fur. and watch it lie perfecth
still Everything about the experi ence was beautiful. "

In addition to Will. Sam
Decran '13. Coyne Lloyd '11 and
p handful of other students have
taken time off from Colby in
order to pursue other endeavors.
Bloomhardt and Deeran are currently away, and it has been two
vears since Lloyd took time off.

I miss Colby,
and Maine , all
the time. I am
caught in a
strange land ,
and I tap my
red shoes
everyday.
There 's no
place like
home.
Sam Deera n
Class of 2013

Deeran is currcntlv in Hollywood
taking a stab at stand-up comedy.
Lloyd started his > ear off working
on the Ohama election campaign
and ended it in Dakar. Senegal
teaching English.
Although Decran went to
Hollywood to pitch his stand-up
routine, he has met the fate of so
many who tr> their hand at breaking into the entertainment industry: "finding a job . then w orking
that job " while following his
stand-up pursuits on the side. He
is currently working as a telemarketer , which he describes as "disastrous" for his conscience. "I say
my job title is " scum of the
earth,™ he half-joked. "1 field

calls to people who are in dire
financial straits and have the
ignoble duty of asking them for
more money.
"Soon, hopefully, I'll have a
studio internship reading scripts, "
he continued. "That 'll distract me
a bit. " However. Deeran didn 't
come out to LA with the sole
intention of having his stand-up
act picked up; he also wanted to
experience "the city of stories. "
"It fascinates me to be able to go
a location where you can see the
struggle behind the art you love
going on everyday." he explained.
"Sometimes, it can be more exciting to see someone produce art
than to see the final production "
And part of that struggle might be
working as a telemarketer
Lloyd began his year off in
PhilW. "sleeping on a cousin 's
couch and working 40 hours a
week for the Obama campaign
and 20 hours a day at a thrift store
to pay rent."
Lloyd
worked
for
MoveOn.org's voter registration
campai gn, which required him to
stand on the street , identif y peop le who hadn 't yet registered to
vote and register them. After the
voter
registration
campaign
ended on October 6. MoveOn
promoted Lloyd to the position of
a volunteer coordinator. They
flew him out to Ohio and
Colorado, where he coordinated
efforts to organize, recruit and
train volunteers for the campaign.
"By the time it was election
time. I was working 100 hours a
week ." Lloyd remembered. "I
wasn 't doing anything except
waking up. grabbing a granola bar
on my way to the office, grabbing
a granola bar on my way to passing out on the way back [home]. 1
was losing weight , but I was having such an intense time. It was

COURTESY OF WILL BLOOMHARDT

Will Bloomhardt 12. f a r right, is spending the fall semester working at Bandelier National Park.

really awesome. "
After the campaign ended ,
Lloyd was still itching for new
experiences. He soon decided to
go to Senegal to teach English. "1
had broadened my perspective
greatly after going to Russia and I
felt like I could do that so much
more by going to a place in the
developing world." he explained
of his reason for choosing Dakar
as his destination .
But his time in Senega! was not
without its difficulties. "[Senegal]
was really rewarding in the same
ways [as the election campaign]
but it was way more challenging,"
he said. "It wasn 't what you could
call a complete success, but I
learned a ton."
Lloyd started out at a non-governmental
organization
but
moved on to teaching English,
first at a school for street children
and then at a private school.

"Teaching is hard , especially
[when you 're] teaching a group
of people who have a different
culture than you, a different language than you and [when] you
don 't have a syllabus," he
recalled. He was asked to fill a
vacancy in an emergency and was
left completely adrift.
"[The school] didn't have any
of [the previous teacher 'sjold lesson plans and I was making things
up on the spot every moment. So
it was really challenging and the
experience was awesome. But
there were days I was thinking,
'what the hell am I doing here?'"
Lloyd came back to school as a
junior, feeling much more confident than he did when he left
Colby a year earlier. As he gets
ready to graduate in the spring, he
has a truly unique experience
under his belt and can face "the
real world" having already navi-

gated it.
As Bloomhardt ends his time at
Bandelier, he feels reaffirmed in
his commitment to conservation
biology. "There 's always a shred
of doubt that halfway through college you 'll find that you 're no
longer interested in what you used
to be...Having spent six months
doing fieldwork, I can now be all
the more certain that fieldwork is
in fact my dream job."
As far as Deeran is concerned,
his time in California has not been
materially successful (yet!); however, his time off is more about
the journey than the destination.
*i miss Colby, and Maine, all the
time. I am caught in a strange
land, and I tap my red shoes
everyday There 's no place like
home." he said semi-seriously.
"But that's why I' m here . Then
again , it 's still America. Look
how adventurous 1 think I am."

milligrams (roughl y three cups of
coffee) of caffeine a day is considered safe. When peop le begin
to exceed this dosage, they can be
considered caffeine addicts.
"I drink at least three cups of
coffee a day," Spencer Philli ps
* 12 said. While three cups a day is
not that unusual. Phillips admits,
"I get headaches if I don 't get
enough coffee: sometimes I get
the sweats."
Phillips , who has been an
avid coffee drinker since his
sophomore year of hi gh school ,
has grown dependent on caffeine 's effect on his body.
"Caffeine will make you feel
good, while also making you
more alert. For people who have
a difficult time staying awake or
getting ready for work , drinking
caffeine is a natural solution ,"
mycaffcineaddiction.com, a site
dedicated to caffeine addiction ,
states. "But over time , this can
begin to have many negative
side effects on the body.
Additionally, a caffeine hi gh
will onl y last for so long. Soon
enough you are sure to come
down from this high, and the
result is one of extreme fatigue.
For many caffeine addicts, the
onl y way to beat this fatigue is
to once again put more of this
substance into their body."
Many students testify to this
fact , noting that over the years
they have had to consume more
and more caffeinated beverages
to achieve the same state of
euphoria and alertness. "I consume a very solid amount of caffeine through coffee and tea, but
unfortunately it doesn 't do anything for me anymore: 1 can even
nap immediatel y afterwards ,"
Maureen Quinn '12 said.
Seniors Pat McBride and Tim
Becker admit that they too dnnk
coffee on a dail y basis as well;
however, they stress that it 's not

need the caffeine. While McBride
confessed to having "four cups a
day, sometimes up to six," Becker
said, "If I have a class before
noon I'll drink coffee with the
intent of staying awake, but otherwise I enjoy coffee just for the
taste and the warmth."
However, some students ' consumption of caffeine goes beyond
the occasional cup of coffee. "1
know that I have a caffeine addiction," Kristine Walters ' 12 admitted.
"During finals week, I' ve had up to
eight cups of coffee in one day."
Caffeine abuse can result in
very serious health problems.

"Super-caffeinated
energy
drinks, with names like Red Bull,
Monster, Full Throttle and Amp,
have surged in popularity in the
past decade," according to an article in The New York Times.
"About a third of 12- to 24-yearolds say they regularly down
energy drinks, which account for
more than S3 billion in annual
sales in the United States."
"I crush NOS, especially when
I have a late night with homework
or a heavy exam week," Alex
Hymanson '12 said.
Although many publicity outlets have highli ghted the health
risks of energy drinks over the
years, students on campus consume them anyway. They have
become favorite alternatives for
those who dislike coffee.
"I think it 's funny that there 's
such a sti gma against energy
drinks, but people will drink multiple cups of coffee a day and not
worry about it," Maddie Bergier
'12 said.
Schools have faced several
issues with energy drinks and
students mixing the beverages
with alcohol . The combination of
caffeine with alcohol , one a stimulant and one a depressant , poses
many health risks because it prevents the consumer from realizing how much alcohol they have
ingested.
In that regard, the future of caffeinated beverages may alread y be
upon students. A recent incident at
Central Washington University
involving Four Loko, a caffeinated
malt liquor , saw nine first-years be
sent to the hospital with bloodalcohol levels ranging from 0.12
percent to 0.35 percent. Four Loko
sells for around $2.50 and has an
alcohol content of 12 percent.
To date , several states have
banned the sale of this beverage.
Although it hasn 't yet reached
Maine, it 's only a matter of time

Caffeine consumption reaches dangerous levels

NICK IODICE THE COLBV ECHO

Students fuel up regularly on caffeinated beverages, including coffee , in the campus dining halts.

Students admit
addictions to
caff einated
beverages
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

Coffee. Diet Loke. Mountain
Dew . Red Bull . Monster . Full
Throttle. NOS Students on the Hill
are more than familiar with these
names as they fuel themselves with
caffeine in the wee hours of the
nig ht But at what point does students " occasional us.* of caffeine
drinks turn into caffeine abuse?
There are several benefits to
moderate caffeine consumption
According to WebMD.com .
"caffeine is most commonly

ness . but it has many other uses
Caffeine is used , .in combination with painkillers (such as
aspirin and acetaminophen) and
a chemical called ergotamme for
treating migraine headaches It is
also used with painkillers for
simple headaches and preventing
and treating headaches after
epidura l anesthesia. "
Caffeine is also used to treat
asthma, gallbladder
disease ,
attention defiul-hyperactivity disorder and low blood pressure
While most students on campus
don ' t use caffeine for medical reasons , their motivations for ingesting the substance are varied
Most students turn to caffeine
because they want to boost their
mental alertness Many Mules start
their days off with multiple cups of
coffee, without this jolt of caffeine.
they find it hard to focus through-

coffee every morning to stay awake
in class, even though 1 don 't like
the taste of it." JoJo Salay ' 12 said.
In fact , coffee was the most
popular form of caffeine among
the
students
interviewed.
Sophomore Caite Curcuruto said.
¦
'I have around two cups of coffee
and caffeinated tea every morning, although I' ve become so used
to it that it doesn ' t make me stay
awake anymore. "
So what is it about caffeine that
energizes consumers? Caffeine
sends a rush of adrenaline through
the bod y, causing students to feel
more focused and alert Because
they hel p combat drowsiness, caffeinated beverages are popular
among students faced with long
nights and early mornings.
Thus , a moderate consumption
of caffeine actuall y has a positive
effect on the body According to

I drink at
least three
cups of coffee
a day. I get
headaches if I
don 't get
enough coffee;
sometimes I
get the sweats.
Spencer Phillips
Class of 2012

According to mycaffeineaddiction.com , caffeine addicts may
develop cardiovascular problems
such as high blood pressure and
heart disease. They also run an
increased risk of anxiety, insomnia and gastrointestinal problems
such as ulcers.
Coffee is by no means the only
form of caffeine that students on
the Hill consume. Soft drinks and
energy drinks are always available in vending machines across
campus, attracting an array of
students both daily and during
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FACULTY PROFILE: OTTO K. BRETSCHER

Swiss math professor admired by many on campus
to teach calcuedition , came
to fruition in a
lus to summer
students.
most unexpect"Here's a fun anecdote for you: ed way.
Even though
[I' m] the absent-minded math
Bretscher
is
"It
almost
professor [who] doesn 't drive. I happened by
very fond of
Cambridge, and
don 't have a driver's license. I a c c i d e n t , "
may even eventried, but 1 don 't have a driver's Bretscher said.
license," Otto K. Bretscher, assis- He always used
tually want to
tant professor of mathematics and his own lecture
retire there -he
statistics, said.
doesn't need to
notes to teach
But this math professor is any- classes, and in
drive to get
around , among
thing but absent-minded when it
the early '90s,
other things-he
comes to teaching university- "a guy who was
level calculus and linear algebra. selling
texthas yet to come
across another
Students coming out of Mudd—
books came to
community like
the math and physics building—
my office, saw
the one here on
had overwhelmingly positive my
lecture
things to say about Bretscher.
notes and said
the Hilt.
Although his former student
'Can I take a
Bretscher
loves the sense
Lindsey
Hunterwolf
'12 , look at this?'"
acknowledged that linear algebra If he had been
of community
with Bretscher was incredibly more cautious ,
and spirit of
CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECMO
"hel p ing " that
challenging, it was also more "fun
he said,
he Professor of Mathematics and Statistics Otto Bretscher poses f o r a p hoto with his wife, Marilyn.
and applicable" than she ever
would nave
is
always
say...it 's almost like a child."
said 'no' because [the textbook
all frantic from Harvard" to teach prevalent on the Colby campus.
imagined it could be.
"[Bretscher] is personable and seller] could' ve given [the lecture
He is now working on a cal- that coming Monday, he said.
The self-described travel bug
goes out of his way to help stu- notes] to someone in his office. " culus textbook with Fernando '"We just lost a teacher and we're said he loved his time spent on
dents master the
But it worked out for Q. Gouvea, Carter professor of reall y in a bind here,'" the sabbatical at Koc University in
material ," she
Bretscher; the man mathematics.
Harvard staff member told him. I n s t a n b u l ,
contacted him soon
from
said. "I really
Bretscher was born and educat- "'We were wondering if you Turkey
appreciated his
after and said, "We ed in Switzerland. He received his
could teach a calculus class here 2005 to 2006.
can publish this."
bachelor 's degree in 1979 from next semester '." Harvard's math However,
for
final , which was
an oral math
Even though the the University of Zuric where he department wanted Bretscher to him , the stuexam. It forced
book was heavil y majored in math and minored in
teach Calculus 1 but after his dents
just
based on the lecture philosophy and physics. He went
the
us to really
interview, he said, 'They looked weren 't
notes that Bretscher on to pursue his Ph.D. in mathe- at each other and said, 'We can 't same there, and,
know what we
were
talking
was already using for matics at the same university, and
let this guy teach [first-years "really about the
his classes, writing a received his degree in 1981.
he
about , as we had
Calculus 1]—these students are students ,"
textbook was no
When he first came to the
not going to understand him. '"
said. "I really
to explain to him
't
how and why we
walk in the park. It
United States, he worked as a visBretscher hadn
studied enjoy my work
took five years for iting
scholar
at
Brandeis
would
solve
English in Switzerland, so he with
students
given problems
Bretscher 's text to be University, a school in the sub- "could read and write a little bit , the most," he
the way we did."
published. "I don 't urbs of Boston.
but not speak," he said. The math said. "I would
Bretscher is
think anyone would
He soon began attending
department faculty decided that probably have
an expert on the
in
Luke Bowe set out to write a weekly seminars that took place second-year Harvard students stayed
alternately at Massachusetts were already used to foreign pro- Turkey,
material that he
Class of 2013
math text if [he or
for
communicates
she] knew what it
Institute of Technology (MIT),
fessors;
thus
they
asked example , after
to his classes,
entails , he said. It s Harvard
University
and
Bretscher to teach Calculus 3 at the sabbatical ,
his students say.
absolutely grueling." Brandeis. At these rotating semi- Harvard. While he taught, he for everything else but the classBut that doesn 't mean that his nars, Bretscher spoke with many simultaneously took courses at room and the working-with-theHe is currently in the process of
writing his second textbook. His hard work didn 't pay off: "It 's, of of his peers about his primary Harvard and received his M.A. student kind of atmosphere."
first textbook , Linear Algebra course, an awesome feeling to interest: teaching.
in mathematics from the univerBretscher said that "there 's
something magical about " the
with Applications published in have the first edition in your
"Then one day—1 think it was sity in 1991. Bretscher still
1997 and currently in its fourth hand ," he said. "Some people a Friday—somebody called me returns to Harvard every summer classroom culture and level of
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

Otto is the
professor
who does not
just address
the material;
he engages
the students
with...the
material itself.

student engagement that he has
encountered at Colby.
Luke Bowe '13 took Calculus
121
with
Bretscher.
"Otto is the professor who does
not just address the material; he
engages the students with the theory, history and minutiae of the
material itself," he said. "I really
like his dedication to the course
and his students, as well as his
willingness to hel p students. He
won 't hesitate to go above and
beyond his duty as a professor to
ensure that a student is succeeding in his class. He 's always ready
to work with students until they
completely grasp a concept."
Bretscher 's connection with his
students extends beyond the classroom. He and his wife Maril yn
"also interact with the students a
lot privately," he said. For example, four Colby students took part
in his and Marilyn 's wedding
which was held last year on a boat
outside of Camden, Maine. "The
ring bearer was one of the students," he said. The students who
attended drove
up to Maine
f r o m
Dartmouth ,
where
they
were all studying for their
junior years.
Many of his
students
are
acquainted
with Marilyn ,
as she spends a
s i gn i f i c a n t
amount of time
with Bretscher
in his office
and even sits in
on his oral
exams at the
end of the year. "I really rely on
my wife's kindness" to travel
from place to p lace , he said. But
that may just forge a closer bond
between Bretscher, Marilyn and
his students.

Bretscher said
that "there's
something
magical" about
the classroom
culture and
level of student
engagement
that he has
encountered at
Colby.

WHO'S WHO: PAT ADAMS '13

Rowerwith passion for environment

Sophomore Adams devotes time on Hill to athletics, queer issues

NICK I0WCE/THE COLBY ECHO

Pat Adams '13 spent his summer before coming to the Hill
volunteering at Denali National Park in Alaska f o r the SCA.
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

The first time I met Pat
Adams, we were washing dishes at our friends * apartment. Our
conversation turned to eco-feminism , and before long I knew I
was smitten . Who wouldn 't
love a man who takes eco-feminism seriously? In the time that
I have known Pat , 1 have been
consistentl y impressed by his
thoughtful , passionate and multifaceted character.
In addition to pursuing remarkable experiences in the wilderness, Pat is a devoted athlete and
a fierce activist for queer issues.
In hig h school he participated
in cross country and ski racing in
addition to rowing. In college he
decided to focus on crew. "I just

loved rowing the most and was
the best at it relative to my other
sports." Pat has been on the crew
team at Colby since his freshman
year, ana rowed on the varsity
boat as a first-year.
Crew is an incredibly demanding sport; rowers rarel y receive
any rest from training. Because
crew is a two-season sport , rowers train in the summer for the fall
season and in the winter for the
spring season. "I took about three
weeks off of training this year, at
the beginning of the summer," Pat
said. "Rowing is the most beautiful and hardest thing you 'll ever
do. In a way it is so simple: tf you
look at it from the outside , it 's just
eight guys moving together. "
However, he continues, once you
realize what it takes for these
rowers to move together , you
understand what a complex and

technical sport it is. "I couldn 't just awesome."
Even before he arrived on the
imagine not being on the crew
team," Pat said. "The team is Hill , Pat knew that he wanted to
awesome; our coach is great."
be involved in the LGBTQ comPat has been passionate munity during college. "Because
about the environment for a I didn't come out until [my]
long time , and being in the senior year in high school I waswilderness was very much a n 't involved in our GSA and realformative part of his childhood. ly regretted that. That was the one
Whether he was hiking with his thing I knew I didn't want to do
family or participating in Boy
when I got here: wait to be
Scout activities, he always "just involved." Pat joined the Bridge,
loved being outside .
Colby 's group for queer and ally
It was never really a question
students, as a first-year and
to connect caring for the environ- quickly became part of its leaderment and loving being in it," he ship committee.
reflected. "The coolest experience
Last February, Pat planned his
NICK lODtCE/mE COLBY ECHO
I' ve had being outside was volunfirst major Bridge event; he
The Student Programming Board brought comedian Kevin
teering
for
the
Student
broug ht a speaker from the
Shea to Colby on October 22 to perform his stand-up routine.
Conservation
Servicemembers
Association
Legal Defense
(SCA). "
Network
to
The
SCA
campus
to
JH
rifc*7'" sends crews of
speak about the
Ask ife* ¦"" *
high school volDon 't
viVt.
'^fl
^Bl&
-t << H
¦
pwwwiasiifc™
unteers to nationDon 't Tell poli¦ta_
—^t^l
parks
all
over
The
event
al
cy.
the country to do
and its recepwhatever the park
tion reaffirmed
Pat in his deciservice
needs
them to do. He
sion to advocate
served as a volfor queer issues:
unteer for two
"I left after that
summers, once at
knowing that I
Gorges National
wanted to keep
Park in Montana
going and going
and
again
at
and going."
Date: Monday, November 8
Denali National
While the
Pat Adams
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Park in Alaska.
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OPI NI O N
Letters and lessons from
Charlie Bassett
A^ast fall 1 was lucky enough to be seated next to Charlie Bassett at the Lovejoy
Award dinner for Paul Salopek. I immediately recognized his name from the "I'm never
going to retire " columns he wrote for the Echo. I am part of a Colby generation so
young, how c\ er. that at the time I did not know him for anything else—not the awards
he won or the award named after him; not even his Halloween ghost-story readings in
the chapel I knew almost nothing of the legend of Charlie Bassett.
Our conversation started off casually, but he really took an interest in me when he
found out that 1 was an English major and worked for the Echo. 1 really took an interest in him when he asked me which classes I was taking. I told him I was in Critical Theory with his former colleague from the English department Laurie Osborne.
and he firmly clasped my shoulder, looked at me with a genuinely concerned face and
said. "I' m sorry."
Bassett and I traded letters for the rest of the year, and occasionally I saw him around
campus It wasn 't until I did some independent research that I learned the greatness of
Bassett 's legacy. He just never mentioned any of it; whenever we spoke he only wanted
lo hear about how I was doing and what I was up to.
The last time I saw him was in May when I bumped into him on campus. He asked
me how the Echowas going and I told him I was going to be editor-in-chief the next
year. He smiled at me and said. "You know . 1 'm not surprised. I figured they were going
to have to do that eventually. "
To know that somebody whom I had only met a handful of times was following my
work so closely meant the world to me. As the letters from Bassett 's former students,
colleagues and friends have poured in to the Echo for this memorial issue by the hundreds. 1 have quickly learned that 1 am by no means the only person whom he made feel
that special. Bassett clearly had a tremendous gift to let other people know he sincerely
cared about them.
Even though the current generation of students on the Hill may not have been lucky
enough to know him personally, it is clear from the hundreds of letters we have received from alumni that he had a profound impact on so many people at the college
and that they are taking the lessons he taught them into the world to positively affect
the nex t generation .
-Michael Brophy
Editor-in-Chief
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Writingin papersfor over50 years

Some of you might know that I have
been writing occasional opinion pieces for
The Colby Echo ever since you arrived on
the Waterville campus in the misty past
(say. 2007), longer even than last year's
Echo editor. Suzanne Merkelson. 1 am
even older than Merkelson, in my case 77
last July.
Why do I cling to the student newspaper
at the college where I taught for 30 years? I
don't know any students anymore, or any-

Why do I cling to
the student newspaper at the college where I taught
for 30 years?
Habit. I began
writing for college
papers in 1952.
way too few to count on my two hands.
Probably habit: I began writing for college
newspapers in 1952.1 couldn't resume last
fall (had a terrible summer with cancer treatment, cracked heel , pneumonia, sepsis,
oxygen tanks, shingles, old age!), so not 'til
now. Opinion Editor Emily Marzulli is indulging me in March.
What have 1 to say to amuse you?
Mostly stuff that I read or watch in the
media that I find laughable, stuff that you
probably missed out on because of the
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Not that professors aren't funny.
But they can be
weird, even
dangerous when
scorned.. .Harvard
has lost its reputation in Huntsville.
passengers of United Airlines. Of late ,
JetBlue has become Logan's biggest carrier, nibbling away at United's gate space
and suggesting that new security checkpoints and an array of restaurants and
concessions replace the old United area.
JetBlue may be a thrifty New England
airline—it is eating away gate space in
Portland, ME—but the carrier charges
for bags that are only slightly bigger
than this newspaper.
Nonetheless, Logan is said to be safer
than the Metro-North Railroad's Danbury
branch , where an unidentified woman
was recently hit and killed by a train in
Norwalk. The newspaper story concluded
this way: "No one on the train was injured." I'll just bet Connecticut operates
trains that can run unidentified women
over safely, at least on the Danbury
branch. Next stop—JetBlue.
Well, we've had our violent fun in early
March. We'll see if the Echo will let me
back in the future.
This is the last column that Professor
Bassett wrotef o r the Echo.

So we ads, "What's it all for?"

MANAGING EDITOR

NEWS EDITOR

Usually, Massachusetts can be cited as
the source of gales of irony, as this story
out of Boston suggests. Logan International Airport made its name on soaring
concrete ceilings, especially in the terminal that has traditionally served the
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COURTNEY YEAGER
ALUSON EHRENREICH

problem set in your computer scienceclass
or your Shakespeare paper. Or beer. This
column goes well with beer. You won't get
the latest lowdown on Medicare fraud.
More likely a reference to Charles
Schultz's "Peanuts" (a comic strip damn
near as old as I am). Snoopy is sitting outside in a heavy rainstorm thinking "I wonder if I look pathetic?" More rain:
"Sometimes when little dogs sit in the rain
looking pathetic, rich ladies come along in
their cars, and take them to their beautiful
homes." Heavier rain. Last panel: "But not
very often. " Truth. In a place funnier than
computer science or Shakespeare.
Not that professors aren't funny. But
they can be weird, even dangerous when
scorned. Consider the case of the Biology Department at the University of Alabama at Huntsville. The department
denied tenure to the Harvard-trained
neuroscientist Amy Bishop, so she got
out her 9mm handgun and shot six of
her biologist colleagues, killing three, seriously wounding two, and winging the
sixth. Impressed by her Ivy league training, the Huntsville biologists forgot to
check out Professor Bishop's Hawthornian background: she killed her brother in
Braintree (brain tree—get it?), Mass. in
1986, and in 1993 probably sent a colleague at Children's Hospital, Boston, a
pipe bomb that failed to detonate. Harvard has lost its rep in Huntsville.
New England teems with amusing
news stories. Come with us now to Barre,
VT: a local jury recently acquitted a man
who allegedly bit off part of the eyebrow
of the groom at a wedding reception in
June 2008. Brought up on charges of aggravated assault, Kevin Garland pleaded
self-defense, saying he was forced to bite
part of the eyebrow of the groom. A
Barre jury took only two hours to find the
groom wrong in this case, the point being
to keep any and all eyebrows away from
drunken reception guests after the vows.
Especially in Vermont.

Recently I have been teaching Nathaniel
West's MissLonelyhearts, a radically pessimistic little novel awash with cripples,
Christ-complexities and corruption. One
particularly pathetic character speaks for
all of West's desperate sufferers when he
askes, "What I want to no (sic) is what is it
all for...?" Sadly, West and Miss Lonelyhearts have no answer for him.
This time of the year, admittedly in less

We are all engaged
in a struggle to
cope with the
absurdity of the
unresolvable. The
trouble with most
of us is that we 're
caught in a web of
assignments, syllabi and deadlines.
cosmic terms, Mayflower Hill resounds
with the same question. Navel-deep in hour
exams, term papers, lab reports and audiovisual projects, Colby students despair.
Their professors, who must grade this
mountain of paper, are hardly better off.
The weather doesn 't help much: the rest
of the world has had spring for weeks, but
April truly is the crudest month in Maine.
Gray, bitter, irritable, alienated , we all
seem simply to be putting in our time.
And seniors, who came to us aglow
with Bicentennial fervor, avert their eyes
before a "real world" replete with 18 percent inflation , six percent unemployment,
hostages, two-dollar gasoline and a

choice between a peanut producer and a
movie actor. The day of the locust is here,
and "what is it all for?"
My answer to this anxiety-inducing
question may prove as unsatisfactory as
an oatmeal cocktail , but I continue to
hope that we are all engaged in a struggle to cope with the absurdity of the
unresolvable. The trouble with most of
us is that we're caught in a web of assignments, syllabi and deadlines. Evaluating the integral sine of U or
understanding the Boxer Rebellion may
get you a B+, but you still don't know
what it's all for.
I claim that it 's all for perspective, for
stamina, for strength of will, for hope. For
a sense of relationship, a sense of tradition,
a sense of tested values. For a sense of intellectual curiosity and its satisfaction.
Perhaps—panicked or bored by the
daily humdrum—you cannot see any direction in the cold rain of a Colby Monday afternoon. Still, you aren 't simply
stumbling through as absurd dance with
calculus or Chinese history. Your engagement with the curriculum here may not
serve you as a vade mccum for the uncertainties that will haunt you for the next
50 years, but you really are better for
having studied matters that cannot be
measured, that do not rate priorities, that
seem imponderable, that commercial culture terms "secondary issues."
In any event, you need not take up the
banner of American studies in order to
perceive the continuities existing in your
own culture, in the culture of other nations or in historical cultures. If your
mentors, secure to the point of entrap in
the "disciplines," will not seek the connections, then do it among yourselves.
Ask ethical questions of a physics major;
press Miss Lonelyhearts on a friend in
Ad. Sci.; have lunch with a cellist. Agree
to disagree , but reserve your contempt
only for a closed mind, making certain
that it isn 't your own.
My own complaint about the normal
structure of your education here is reflected in my commitment to American
studies. By demanding that you think of
American thought and culture as an interconnected whole, by eroding the "safe"
boundaries between academic depart-

ments, by hoping that you 'll understand
that West's character 's misery stemmed as
much from Hoover 's economic policies as
from existentialist angst, American studies is trying to get you to pull things together, not break them down into smug,
prudent, exclusive "disciplines."
In fact, your professors increasingly
recognize the necessity of interdisciplinary cooperation. This year 's McArthurSmith-Sweney freshman
integrated
experiment with p hilosophy-chemistry-

I claim that it's all
for perspective,
for stamina, for
strength of will,
for hope. For
a sense of
relationship, a
sense of tradition.
English has been successful. Programs in
public policy and regional studies are beginning. Team-teaching of variouscourses
increases, an innovation recognized in the
new proposals for reform of the curriculum presented to the Faculty meeting.
Change is in the air, and high time too.
Because a whole lot of closed minds
exist out there—at Colby and in the "real
world." The two are not so different,
crawling as they are with hawkers of Palmolive , power and psychokinesis. Your
Colby years will be valuable beyond
p rice if you can say no in thunder to the
zealots, the hustlers, the simple-answer
boys, the "Nuke the Whales!" or "Split
Wood, not Atoms!" fanatics. If the marvelous stuff that you 've heard and read in
Miller or Lovejoy or Keyes or Bixler hasn 't gotten you beyond the bumper-sticker
mentality, you haven 't been trying. You
can, if you remember your values, cope
with the day of the locust. Initially you
won't command the salary of an accountant from Babson, but you won 't turn into
a rutabaga in three years either.
I guess that 's "what it's all for."

Hello from Prague I No moretaxcutsfor thewealthy
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COURTESY OF LA\E MCVEY

LaneMcVey '12standingon the Charles Bridgewith Prague Castle in the distance.
Ahoj, Colby!
Greetings from Praha. While you
enjoy a delicious Spa bagel , I thought
I'd tell you a little about life in the
Czech Republic. Life in Prague is,
quite plainly stated, the Simple Life.
In general , there are many similarities
among the central European countries,
but in my opinion, the people of
Prague are unique. The Czechs endured
years of German occupation during
World War II and were part of the Soviet communist bloc until the 1989 Velvet Revolution They suffered through
years of religious, political , economic,
and social constraint. I constantly find
myself wondering: are the Czechs just
happy to finally be free?
Most Czechs don 't splurge, don 't
dress in designer clothes, and don 't eat
at fancy restaurants. In fact, they often
skip meals if they don 't have the time
to sit down, relax and enjoy their traditional svickovd (beef and dumplings) or
their smazeny syr (mazzareJIa sticks in
squares). Meals revolve around friends
and healthy conversation, which is something that tourists and American students
should learn to appreciate. Czechs walk
out the door each morning, have a beer
and greet the day. I wonder if this positivity is due to the fact that in October 's
municipal elections they were allowed
to vote for any political party?
On a typical day in Prague, I walk
with my roommates to the CIEE study
center, which is about 20 minutes away
from my apartment. There are 80 students on my program, and we are all required to take Czech language. I would
dare say that Czech is the hardest language any of us have encountered; the
word four is ctyH and the word Thursday is Ctvrtek. Our other classes consist of a mix of European history,
politics and economics during which our

teachers often go on 74-minute tangents
about where they were on November
17, 1989, when Prague 's communist
regime finally collapsed. After class, we
venture to markets or shops and walk
around the beautiful city.
Many of us abroad have joined a gym
where the classes are called "Booty Express" and the speakers shout "WE
CREATE SHAPES" after every song.
But even that isn 't the strangest part of
the Czech gym experience. Women in
Prague don 't show their legs above the
knee, so in the non-air-conditioned cardio deck, women are exercising in full
spandex pants. (Has anyone else realized
these pants are the only reason guys go
to yoga classes? Well, this explains why
guys here go to the cardio deck.) I usually avoid telling people that I play
lacrosse because my Czech roommate
once told me that lacrosse here is the
equivalent of fencing in America.
At night we hit the pubs or bars and
enjoy Sl.OQ beers. After all, Budvar is the
original Budweiser and is brewed in the
Czech Republic. After ourtimeatthe pubs,
we'll go to a club and dance the night and
morning away to some Euro-techno-1'mdizzy-listening-to-this-music (refer to
StudlyHall.com for several appropriate
examples). We wake up the next morning, learn how to conjugate one and a half
new verbs, and do it all again.
Needless to say, life doesn 't get any
better. Living in Prague has allowed
me to appreciate all of the freedoms I
have been given, and it has also introduced me to new ones. In eight short
weeks, the Czechs have taught me to
slow down, take in lif e and enjoy
every single moment rather than look
forward to what is next. Think about
how you 're going to spend today,
Colby, and maybe you, too, should
relax and have a beer.

It is important to know just
how unimportant we all are

Every day, 1 try to remember how unexceptional I am. To do this, I'll first make
a mental inventory of all of the reasons
why 1 am unexceptional. Examples: like
most of the guys I know, I like drinking
beer, watching football and eating buffalo
chicken of any preparation. I wear Silly
Bandz for no other reason except that I
think they make me look cool (though
they probably don 't). I' m a white guy who
wears flannel and comes from a suburb located twenty minutes outside of Boston. I
like girls. I like Barack Obama. I like to
feel liked. For a million reasons, I am remarkably unremarkable. So what exactly
is it that makes me feel exceptional?
Perhaps I am just a narcissist. This explanation might make some sense. I possess a kind of idiot optimism that makes
me liable to see not only the best in
other people but especially the best in
myself. Although this will sound like a
joke, most of the time I would rather admire my reflection in the mirror then
judge it—not because it is especially
worthy of admiration, but because it is

my own. There is a fine line between believing in yourself and living in yourself,
and it can be hard for me to understand
or even acknowledge the difference. But
there is a difference.
Maybe Facebook is to blame. Like any
social networking site, Facebook survives
on the vanity of its users. On Facebook , I
can catalog my favorite movies, books,
and TV shows; I can write status reports
about how I feel or want to feel; I can
sort through photos from my collection
and select which pictures 1 will keep or
delete. Editing my Facebook profile enables me to edit my personality, history
and image until I have become the person 1 want to be, rather than the person I
am. Youtube's slogan is "Broadcast Yourself." Twitter allows me to publicize my
thoug hts—significant or insignificant—
to an audience of friends, kind-of-fnends
and strangers who may or may not be
pay ing attention. Which , of course, is exactl y what I' m doing right now. Notwithstanding length, writing an Opinion
column is not any different then writing a
Tweet, Blaming my feelings of self-worth
on Facebook , Twitter and YouTube could
just be an easy way for a narcissist to
avoid confronting his own narcissism.
It 's possible that my sense of exceptionalism has everything to do with good
parenting. From the womb, I' ve been told
to respect myself and to not let anybody
make me feel unworthy of respect.

As the November 3 midterm elections
draw closer, the decision on whether to extend the Bush tax cuts has become a key
point of debate in an election year dominated by economic issues. The Obama administration and many Democrats have
proposed extending the cuts forall Americans except the top two percent of all income earners (those making more than
$250,000 a year). Such a move would continue to keep taxes low for the vast majority of American small businesses—a key
source of job creation—and would allow
middle-class Americans and struggling
families to save money, thereby increasing
macroeconomic demand. In their opposition . Republicans have countered that raising taxes on anyone during a period of slow
economic growth threatens furtherjob creation and economic stability.
Nearly any economist, liberal or conservative, would argue that the United States
must reduce its federal deficit if it is going
to maintain any economic credibility in the
world. Over the next several years, the federal government is going to have to make
tough decisions about how to lower the
deficit. Essentially, policymakers have two
options: they can raise taxes or cut spending. Republicans have strongly advocated
for the latter of the two possibilities, supporting an end to all future stimulus spending and unemployment benefits and
proposing cuts to programs, such as welfare, that compose the social safety net.
Such spending cuts would be inhumane
and detrimental to our economic recovery.
They would also represent a major barrier
to investment in future technologies, clean
energy and America's middle class. Lastly,
spending cuts would increase the already
astonishing gap between the wealthiest and
poorest Americans. The cuts would also
fail to significantly reduce the deficit be-

cause the spending that they address onl y
composes a small percentage of the federal
budget. In order to make significant inroads in spending, policymakers would
have to make significantcuts to Social Security, Medicare , Medicaid and defense
spending. Few Americans are in favor of
such actions, and the Republican "Pledge
to America" makes clear that these cuts
would never be made if the GOP took control of Congress. Therefore, one can conclude that under a Republican Congress,
the federal deficit would not shrink (as so
many conservative politicians have
claimed), but rather continue to grow at an
unsustainable rate.
Democrats have argued that instead of

The conservative
argument that a
tax reversion for
the most wealthy
would significantly hurt job
creation is greatly
problematic.
cutting spending during a period of slow
economic growth—a move that would
halt government investment in job creation and leave struggling families without any aid—policymakers should allow
the Bush tax cuts to expire for the wealthiest of Americans and thus return to the
levels of the Clinton-era economic boom.
The government could then collect revenue to invest in future job creation , infrastructure and clean energy; as well as
lower the deficit.
The conservative argument that a tax
reversion for the most wealthy would significantly hurt job creation is greatly
problematic. The non-partisan Congressional Budget Office rated extending the
tax cuts for the wealthy to be the least effective of all the different policy options
currently available to help reduce^ unem-

ployment. It is clear that the source of our
current lagging growth is not the fact that
the wealthy and corporations don 't have
enough money. The problem is that they
are not necessarily investing it in anything. The amount of money that the top
two percent of Americans have compared
to the rest of the country is astonishing.
The United States can certainly afford to
allow the wealthy to pay their fair share.
The tax rates that the Democrats are arguing for are only slightl y more than
what the hi ghest tax bracket is paying
now, and far lower than the tax rates of
the rest of the developed world and those
of the post World War II economic
boom—the strongest period of sustained
economic growth in US history. The past
has clearly demonstrated that strong economic growth and low unemployment
have flourished during periods of high tax
rates for upper income brackets.
Some conservatives argue that raising
taxes on the most wealthy punishes hard
work and success. Taxes are not a punishment. Rather, they are a part of being a
member of a society that seeks to do what 's
best for all individuals. If we are to maintain a system in which every American has
an equal opportunity for success, institutions must be put in place to help those less
fortunate attain essential services such as
food stamps, healthcare and unemployment benefits. Paying one's taxes is an investment in the United States that each
citizen pays the government to accomplish
things the private sector cannot do alone.
Examples of these things range from support for the police force to investment in
new infrastructure. Throughout our history,
it has been taxpayer dollars that have
served to maintain a free society and create new technologies, and infrastructure
such as the interstate highway system and
the internet that generate economic growth.
It 's time that the Republican Party takes
a look at American history. An extension of
the Bush tax cuts would lead to—as they
have since the Bush years—little change in
employment rates, record deficits, an increased gap between the wealthiest and
poorest Americans and no new investment
in infrastructure and clean energy.

Dropkick Murphys? Really,Colby?

1 have always loved the big-name concerts we have here at Colby. Back when I
was a tour guide, I would impress our
prospective students with a list of names
of performing artists who have come to
Colby in recent years: Common, Cake,
Citizen Cope and OK Go, Rhymefest,
Girltalk , Guster, State Radio, Slightl y
Stoopid, Inner Circle, Matisyahu, Big Boi.
(Okay, so maybe that last one is a bit of a
stretch. I'll admit to that. But at least it was
entertaining on a ridiculous level. Or
would have been , if I had decided to go.)
And guess who we get to add to the list
this year? ! The Dropkick Murphys! For
$15 a ticket! Now, I don 't have a personal
vendetta against the Dropkick Murphys.
Or our wonderful Student Programming
Board members. I understand perfectly
well that I could do no better, and that there
are a lot more factors to bringing bands to
Colby than simply who I want to see perform. 1 feel like at the very least 1 get to
complain about it to a campus of roughly
1,800 students, right? So frankl y, there are
only a couple of situations in which I want
to listen to the Dropkick Murphys: after I

have seen the Red Sox win at Fenway, and
at Colby for under $10. Maybe that 's nitpicky penny-pinching, but you have to
draw the line somewhere, no?
Now, maybe some folks out there will
object to me right there, claiming, "Sure,
maybe the Dropkick Murphys aren 't ideal,
but it's not like we can get Phish to get any
farther north than Augusta. What better alternatives do you have in mind?" Speaking of Phish , my secret dream was SPB
getting Phish to come to Colby and subsidizing tickets for $30 instead of the $65
face value, so that Trey and Paige and
Mike and Fishman would be standing in
the Colby gym for my entertainment. But
1 digress. I believe I was discussing alternatives to the Dropkick Murphys...
So as I was saying before, I got together
with my friends in Foss and pondered the
very serious question: what if Colb y 's
concerts were predicated on my own personal whims and fancies? And with the
music in Foss blasting from the '90s on
the 9, our thoughts naturally tended toward our fond memories of middle school
dances. For $15, we thought of a few particularl y juicy double billings that would
bring back our fond memories of growing
up in the last decade and introduce our
freshmen to what they missed out on by
not being bom before 1990.
So without further ado, the List of the
Greatest Double Billings Colby College
Would Ever See If You Wanted Some Terrible '90s Band to Play Alongside Another

Horrible 90's Band:
1) Nickelback followed by Linkin Park
(Need I say more? Though rumor has it
that people actually like Linkin Park. I'm
still trying to wrap my head around that.)
2) Eve 6 leading for Third Eye Blind
("A Semi-Charmed Kind of Life" we
would have indeed!)
3) Everclear opening for Matchbox 20
("3 A.M." crooned to me by Rob Thomas?
Wonderful indeed!)
4) Creed raising the stakes "Higher" to
bring on Limp Bizkit (The same type of
music, but wholly different messages. But
come on. I would definitely do it all for
the Nookie. Come on! The Nookie!)
5) Shaggy and Sir Mix-a-Lot (Every
booty man 's fantasy!)
6) Barenaked Ladies together with Smash
Mouth ("All-Star" lineup here. You'd have
to "PinchMe"so!know that it 'sreal.)
Well, I think that between the bad song
title puns and a list of six match-ups, you
get the idea. Maybe we can even decide
to spice up the Digest of Civil Discourse
and debate what the best '90s double
billing would be. Because God knows
nothing else is being discussed on the
Discourse. And as Creed can attest, besides everything, God also knows whatever we come up with has got to be more
entertaining than the Dropkick Murphys,
if only in theory.
Then again, I always love me some
Boston-based Celtic punk rock and a tumbler of Irish whiskey. Oh wait...

"You have a clear head."
"You have a good heart."
"You will do the right thing; you will
do great things."
"The sky is the limit , oh the places
you 'll go."
"Yada, yada, yada."
It 's not hard to fall in love with yourself this way. But there is a second, (and
indeed) more crucial aspect of parenting
that goes along with all of this self-promotion. The golden rule: treat others as
you would like to be treated. I am, to a
fault, preoccupied by how I treat and
have treated other people. And that renders the whole blame-my-parents argument ineffective.
Are feelings of self-importance a
product of privilege? I wouldn 't know

I' ve lived a privileged life, and any pronouncement I make about the ramifications of my own privilege will bear the
bias of somebody who has never known
anything different. What I do know is
that 1 am white, heterosexual , and come
from an upper-middle class suburb, and
that I have not known any real tragedy,
discrimination, or danger. This is not to
say that people of privilege have not encountered any of these difficulties. For
all I know, I am the exception , not the
rule. What I am trying to say is that
through some combination of narcissism , parenting, and privilege, I have
cultivated a sense of entitlement that I
have not earned, and it scares the hell
out of me. What is scarier is that from
time to time, I recognize that entitle-

ment in other people here at Colby. I
have been incredibly, incredibly fortunate. I' m guessing that some of you—if
not most of you—have been fortunate
too. And at the risk of moralizing, I
would ask you to be aware of the things
you have inherited and taken for
granted—wealth, ethnicity, whatever—
and remember that no matter what , you
are unexceptional. Talented? Yes. Confident? Of course. Sexy? May be But exceptional? Not while we still have
something to prove. Not while we
haven 't created anything for ourselves.
Not while we are still young. Recognizing our tendency to feel exceptional is
half the battle. The other half? My
eighth grade girlfriend said it best:
"Let 's just be friends."

FORU M
WEDNESDAY
Civil Rights in China:
Who is Liu Xiaobo
Cotter Union — Lower Programming Space
5 p.m.
Liu Xiaobo. who has spent much of his adult life
in a Chinese prison , recently was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to promote
greater human rights and political freedom in
China. The Nobel Committee 's decision was
praised in places like Washington D.C. and
London , but it was bitterly criticized by
government officials in Beijing. Who is Liu Xiaobo?
Why has he become such a hero in the West and
such a villain in much of China? And what does
the controversy tell us about the politics of
human rights today? This panel and discussion
will try to answer these questions.

"Inside Politics...2010 and 2012"
Bill Schneider, CNN and The Third Way

SATURDAY
Diamond 142
7 p.m.
Bill Schneider, a leading political analyst and
expert on public opinion research, is a
Colby, Bowdoin, Bates Regatta
distinguished senior fellow and resident scholar
Hume Center
at the think-tank Third Way and the Omer L. and
9 a.m.
Nancy Hirst Professor Public Policy at George
Mason University in Washington, D.C. He has
been CNN' s senior political analyst since 1990.
SPB Big Show: Dropkick Murphys
Schneider has been labeled "the Aristotle of
Alfond Athletic Center — Wadsworth Gymnasium
American politics" by the Boston Globe .
8 p.m.
Campaigns and Elections Magazine called him
"the most consistently intelligent analyst on
television." He is a member of the CNN political
team that was awarded an Emmy for its 2006
election coverage and a Peabody in 2008.
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STS Seminar Series:
Body as Enviornment

¦

Does Soviet Enviornmentalism Exist?
by Dr. Stephen Brian
Lovejoy 213
7 p.m.
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Marlin s Corner
Foss Dining Hall
5 p.m.
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Pugh Club Palooza
Cotter Union — Pugh Center
6 p.m.

Women 's Soccer vs. Bates
Loebs Field
3 p.m.

Music at Colby Concert Series:
Bartok Night

.—

Runnals — Strider Theater
7:30 p.m.
With the onstage presence of the acclaimed
Borromeo String Quartet, Bartok Night offers
insights into the pains and artistic victories that
characterized the life of this genius of the 20th
century. The evening also includes the Fugue from
Beethoven's C# minor quartet, Op. 131 followed
by the profoundly moving last statement Bartok
made for the string quartet, his Quartet No. 6.
Written and directed by Lynne Conner.

Olin 1
7:00 p.m.
For more than half a century, the world has
invested heavily in, and benefited from , the
development and use of synthetic chemicals.
From plastics and herbicides to perfumes and
stain-resistors, we are dependent upon chemicals
to meet our industrial and household needs. It
turns out that most Americans today have
measurable levels of synthetic chemicals in their
bodies. This presentation will highlight specific
cases of chemical body burdens in scientific ,
policy, and consumer-based approaches we have
used to limit these exposures.

SPEED RESEARCH:
Endnote in 30 minutes
Olin 118
7:30 p.m.

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

PROCRASTINATE WITH SUDOKU

OH, CANADA
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Colby students enjoy the sig hts of Montreal over the f a l l break weekend.
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If you haven 't already heard,
the Dropkick Murphys are
coming to Colby this Saturday,
October 30. Formed in
Quincy Mass. in 1996,
the band received their unique
moniker from a rehab center in
Connecticut. Another fun fact:
the band's biggest hit, which gained
notoriety after being featured
prominently in Martin Scorsese 's
The Departed, "I'm Shipping Up to
Boston," includes lyrics from a
Woody Guthrie poem. The tune
then became the walk-tip song for
Red Sox closer Jonathan Papelbon
in their 2007 season. Doors open
at 8 p.m. in Wadsworth Gym.
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CYCLOCROSS EXTRAVAGANZA TAKES OVER RUNNALS

CHSiS KASPOAH " HE ."OIB* ECHO

Colby cyclists reveled in the f i r s t annual Cyclocross Extra vaganza on Runnals Hill , which combined intense cycling with other competitive events.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Professor's original playdrawsworldclasstalent
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

This weekend will be the
Colb y premiere of Bartok
Night , a play written and
directed by Chair of the

Theater
and
Dance
Department , Lynne Conner.
The play is a dramatic rendering of the life of the modern c o m p o s e r Beta B a r t o k
and explores the relationship
between his personality and

his music. Conner described
Bartok as a complicated person , "a true toner who found
musical inspiration in isolation " but who also was "a
leading figure in the classical
music industry. "

PHOTO COURTESY Of LYNNE CONNER

The internationally renown Borromeo String Quartet will perform as a part o/Bart6k Ni ght.

Bartok Night is unusual in
that it is written for a solo
actor and string quartet.
"There is a natural affinity
between the intimate setting
of chamber music and the
intimate story-telling of theater," Conner said in regards
to the combination.
Conner 's collaboration with
the Borromeo String Quartet ,
quartet-in-residence at the New
England
Conservatory
of
Music , a trul y world class and
highly sought after ensemble,
is especially exciting. "The
members of the Borromeo
Quartet are breathtakingly
good musicians," Conner said ,
"and the opportunity to create
a play that captures their
artistry is beyond exciting."
Not that the solo actor is any
less spectacular than the quartet.
"I must say that the actor who is
play ing Bartok , Robert Bonotto,
is also world class." Conner
said. "I was thrilled, when he
responded to my audition call in

Boston last summer."
The project started when
Conner was living and teaching
in Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania.
"The
Pittsburgh
Chamber
Music Society was interested
in producing a season of concerts around the work of Bela
Bart6k," Conner explained of
the impetus for the play.
"Thoug h I didn 't know
much about B a r t o k ' s life at
that time , I loved his string
quartets and was very excited
about the possibility of creating a theatrical piece around
his life and music."
Conner spent a great deal of
time preparing for this play.
"Doing justice to .he inner

life of Beta Bart6k is no
small challenge," she reflected. "1 did a lot of research on
his life—read biographies, his
personal letters and interviews, watched film footage
of him, listened to the string
quartets over and over—
before I started to write. The
result, I hope, is a play that
lets the audience inside the
man and his music."
Bart6k Night will be performed this Friday, October 29
at 7:30 p.m. in Strider Theater,
in the Runnals Building.
It is free and open to the public. Tickets are distributed on a
first come, first served basis, so
come early to ensure your seat.

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: MARGARET SARGENT '14

Dropkick Murphys set to perform
From DROPKICK , Page 1

The group was formed in the
basement of a barbershop in
the South End of Boston in
1996 where they began selfreleasing early recordings and
hosting local shows. Two years
after their formation , Tim
Armstrong, (the front man for
the punk rock band Rancid),
signed Drop kick Murph ys ' to
Hellcat Records. The rest , as
they say. is history.
The band's relentless touring,
in-your-face attitude and unpretentious charisma has helped
them reach widespread mainstream success without compromising their strong values.
Their song "Tessie" was featured in the major motion picture
Fever Pitch, and continues to be
played at Fenway Park , along

with their track "Dirty Water,"
after every Red Sox win.
The band' s
music
has
been f e a t u r e d
on video game
sound tracks,
MTV programs
and , perhaps
most n o t a b l y
"Shi pp ing out
to Boston " as
the theme song
for the Academy
Award winning
film.
The
Departed.
The stage is
set for Dropkick
Murphys'
to
take the Hill by
storm this weekend. "I think it 's
going to be a great show, they 're a
big name band that can definitely
get a crowd going. I' m more

excited for this show than I have
been for a Colby concert in a long
Crai g
time ,"
Zevin ' 11 said.
Given that the
show will take
place
during
Halloween weekend, "it's going to
be interesting to
see how the costumes effect the
head bang ing
and
jumping
around and dancTommy
ing,"
Kimball
'12
commented.
Dropkick
Murphys ' have
made a name for
themselves by putting on raucous performances and getting
fans involved. "I'm excited to
see what a mosh-pit looks like at

Dropkick
Murphys'
bouncing Celtic
melodies will
make most any
student want to
break into a
punked out
version of
Riverdance.

Colby," Chns Scharff '11 said "I
can't wait to get in one."
The band's anthems of redemption and rising up after falling
down, about wearing a cut off and a
kilt on stage is a spirit anyone can
get behind.
Whether they know it or not,
Dropkick Murphys" bouncing Celtic
melodies will make most any student want to break into a punked
out version of Riverdance when the
band takes the stage this weekend.
Just as Dropkick Murphys'
transcends genres, their music
will strike a booming power
chord in anyone who will open up
to the spirit and let the bagpipes
carry their steps.
Doors open at 8:00 p.m. and the
show will begin at 9 p.m. Tickets are
on sale this week for $15 and $25
for students and community members, respectively.Students are limited to two tickets per ID.

NEWS STAFF

The Colby College Museum
of Art plans to expand significantl y after the 2010-2011 academic year, adding considerable
gallery space, more art storage
an education center, more outdoor art spaces, bathrooms , and
re-vamped offices and studios.
The Museum has received
substantial funding from private
donors, the Museum board of
governors, and benefactors to
the college who have valued the
Museum.
Although
the
Museum 's
exhibition space is already the
largest in Maine , the expansion
will add 10,000 square feet of
new gallery space. The renovated Museum will total approximately 34 .000 square feet.
These large, modem spaces will
increase
the
significantly
Museum's ability to showcase its
impressive and ever-growing collection, notably the Lunder
Collection , one of the nation 's
most valuable collections of
American art is appraised at $100
million and given to the Museum
by Peter and Paula Lunder.
Architecturally, the new addition will be a single, three-story
glass pavilion. Sharon Corwin,
Director of the Museum, said that
the glass is not mirror-like, but is
reflective , and will therefore
resound the bnck identity of
Colby 's campus, as well as the
surrounding nature and the changing scenery of the Maine seasons.
The building will expand the type
of architecture that exists on this

A real character
By YANA MAYSYEVA

different gestures and tones, all
while thinking through the frame
of her character.
"There's a point where the
"I remember once, my freshman year in high school, a senior lines stop just being words to
cast-mate said to me on opening memorize and start being
night, 'Make sure that while you're something that someone is
out there, you take a second to actually saying. It's not just you
actually look around and take in the actor saying lines; it's you the
what's happening, because it will character talking," she mused.
go by faster than you will believe.'
But it is not just this love of
And that couldn't be more true, but acting that draws Margaret to
I can also remember vividly each theater, it is the life-changing
of those brief moments that I friends she has made and conpaused to register what was hap- tinues to make. "At the end of
pening. They were incredible," each musical season, 1 totally
Margaret Sargent '14 recalled.
lost it , because I was no longer
As she gazed off into the dis- going to be working with the
tance, trying to articulate her most people that meant the most to
cherished memories, I was glad to me," she said. "There is somebe a part of this obviously very thing about spending eight
meaningful experience, if only for hours a day together in a theater
during hell week that is
a brief moment.
Part of a "musical family," as absolutely irreplaceable."
When she got to the Hill, she
she describes, Margaret got started singing at a very young age for hoped to discover the same kind
her loved ones. As she later began of stimulation. Her COOT leader
to participate in the chorus at suggested she sign up for
school, she fell in love with the Powder and Wig's production of
thrill of performing on stage. Little Shop of Horrors, a musiBefore she knew it, she was writ- cal that was to be cast, choreoPflES5HERAUl.COM
ing her own music and perform- graphed, and put on in the short
The Art Museum expansion will be a three story pavillion of reflectiveglass.It will allow the museum to
span of eight days. The familiaring at local coffee houses, in
showcase its vast collection, much of which is in storage because of current shortages in gallery space.
her hometown of Needham , ity of these daily rehearsals
struck her, and she realized just
Massachusetts.
It is through this love of how much she belonged to this
campus, positing a new identity iting groups. This will also be a Events like the Senior Art Show and
and new horizons for the future of multi-purpose room, used as the Faculty shows will still occur in i singing that she discovered the- group on campus.
ater. She was intrigued by the
She soon became a member
the arts at Colby. Architects say expanded lobby space during another location yet to be detennmed.
challenge of portraying some- of the Colby College Chorale,
the glass structure will also exhib- museum events.
The Museum's collection, comone completely different, and Powder and Wig, and the
it the idea that art affords the
In order to complete these reno- prised of over 6, 000 objects, is one
she fell in love with the close- Broadway Musical Revue
opportunity for reflection.
vations, the Museum will need to of the most esteemed collections of
knit family she felt the theater (BMR), involving herself in all
This structure will be highly close for a number of months, contemporary and American art in
things theatrical on campus. She
community to be.
visible and more accessible from though details are not yet deter- the country. The Museum is a
At no point during our conver- decided to be a part of Powder
Mayflower Hill Drive, indicating mined. The Museum, despite con- unique and invaluable resource at
sation did Margaret sound like she and Wig 's production of, The
that the Museum belongs not
struction , will continue to be Colby. Currently, the Museum can
was reflecting on work, rather the Importance of Being Earnest, a
onl y to the Colby College com- extremely active in the communi- exhibit only a marginal fraction of
focus was always on bonds, play in which she played the
munity, but also to the greater ty. Colby students and faculty will their collection at one time.
character of Gwendolyn, a highalways on happiness and fun.
These renovations will allow the
community of Waterville and of have access to the collection and
She has played a variety of society floozy who was the
Maine. There will also be an will be able to examine objects in Museum to better exhibit its
love-interest of Jack Worthing.
roles
in
a
range
of
musicals,
impressive collection, and better
expanded sculpture terrace, and a study rooms.
She will be making her next
including West Side Story, Kiss
space for murals and other outCourses will still use the collec- educate Colby students and memMe Kate, How to Succeed in theatrical appearance in The
door art installations.
tion. Museum staff and docents will bers of the Waterville community.
Business, Anything Goes, and Laramie Project, a documenThe education center is con- travel to K-12 classrooms with
Museum staff wish, as always,
tary-on-stage made up of about
Music Man .
ceived as a room to orient and reproductions of objects to give to reiterate that the Colby
Each required the absorption sixty characters
(played by
introduce K-12 and other visitors lessons. The Museum may create College Museum of Art belongs
of a new character. She would eight actors), all of whom are
to the Museum. Here, docents and
high-quality virtual exhibitions, so to Colby students, and to memoften run through her script, try- being interviewed about the
Museum staff can lead art projects that students and others can view bers of the community. It is with
ing to soak up the various murder of Matthew Shepard and
and activities with students, and art online in a manner similar to pleasure that they announce the
its impact on the town.
nuances, and experiment with
otherwise cater to the needs of vis- how they would in the Museum. upcoming renovations.

Expansion for Art Museum in the works
By CAITLIN VANCE

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARGARET SARGENT

Margaret Sargent '14 is already rising in Colby 's theater scene.
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Gallagher remains f r e s h(sans mallet)
By Dan Sidman, News Staff

Comedic
legend
Leo
George Carlin , Gallagher
Anthony Gallagher, better employs his unique perspecknown simply by his surname, tive on the world , pointing
is famous for using food as out the idiosyncrasies and
absurdities
of
props in his act. Undoubtedly frequent
his most recognizable bit is the American existence. "I can
"Sledge-O-Matic" in which the criticize everything I see
comic smashes containers of because it' s all stup id ," he
cottage cheese, chocolate milk explains. "That 's wh y J
I can 't
cartons , toothpaste
tubes , haven 't retired:
watermelons (as parodied by believe how much smarter I
Dave Chappelle in Comedy am than everyone."
frequentl y
Central's Chappelle *s Show in
Gallag her
the skit "Black Gallagher"), expresses his disgust with the
and other assorted foodstuffs stupidity of those around him
with a giant wooden mallet.
compared to his own superior
Sadly, Gallagher 's show at
Boston 's Wilbur theatre this
past Friday, Oct. 22 , did not
feature him brandishing a
wooden hammer for his
famous and messy bit , (despite
some advertising for the show
indicating
the
contrary).
Before his set, the comic graciously went around shaking
hands, signing autographs and
posing for pictures with the
fans seated at the tables in
front of the stage.
The show was somewhat
sparsely
attended ,
but
Gallagher still put on a lively
and energetic performance for
the
mostly
middle-aged intelligence. "Look at some
crowd- His passion for stand- of these people in the restauup certainly has not waned rants," he said. "They pick
with age (Gallagher is now 64 shit out of their teeth , look at
and has been performing it and then put it back in. "
The comic took time to
since 1970).
The show was largely point out some problems with
devoid of props , except for a our country. "The Romans
banana , a, hot dog and a con- conquered the world because
tainer of peanut butter .that . they had their s^jt together,"
Gallag her held upside down he opined. "They weren 't like
and squeezed to demonstrate Americans, they didn 't wear
his problems with consti pa- sandals with socks. " Of outdoor seating at restaurants
tion to hilarious effect.
For those seated near the
Gallagher says , "Customers
stage the performance fea- are pay ing the same as those
tured plenty of audience par- people inside the building,
ticipation , with Gallagher but they can get hit by a car."
The comedian also points
frequentl y interacting with
the people beneath him. He out the inconsistencies of popular idioms and of the Eng lish
even broug ht two men on
stage at one point to serve as language. Of the common
a bunny and a tree in a more expression "cleanliness is
next to godliness" Gallagher
visual joke.
Gallagher covered a wide remarks, "If you look in the
range of topics in his act. A dictionary goggles is next to
godliness. Cleanliness is next to
less vul gar and vitriolic but
wackier version of the late claustrophobia and cleavage. "

Gallagher also put a li ghthearted and inventive spin on
the morose topics of death and
aging. He described Cadillacs
as "cars for old people to die
in ," pointing out the vehicles '
coffin-like upholstery of the
interior. He sees funeral parties as pointless affairs . "If
your bird flew away, you
wouldn 't have a party for the
cage ," he exp lained in a joke
that is as thought-provoking
as it is funny.
Gallagher poked fun at his
own aging, like the fact that
male testosterone production
decreases as he ages: "When
you get my age you look at
pretty girls and smile but you
don 't know why. It 's like driving past a McDonalds when
you 're not hungry."
Gallagher is unapologetically himself , and it 's a damn
good t h i n g too in today 's
age of cookie cutter stand-ups
that clog up Comedy Central's
airwaves.
Gallagher achieved the p innacle of his popularity in the
'80s, performing at least one
televised special a year
between 1981 and 1987 on
Showtime and Comedy Central.
Gallagher doesn 't make it onto
TV much these days, due to
people 's concern about what the
frequently politicall y incorrect
comic mi ght say.
As Gallagher exp lained at
the start of his set on Friday, he
refuses to do his act any way
except his own , regardless of
what other people think.
Fortunately for his fans , such
an attitude makes for a wildly creative and orig inal act
that manages to be simultaneously entertaining, uproarious and t h o u g h t f u l , and
vastly different from any
other act out there.
On Friday night , Gallagher
demonstrated that he 's an
equally adept and entertaining
comic with or without the props
that
made
him
famous.
Hopefull y the aging icon continues to delight audiences with
his quick wit and unique take
on things for years to come.

Gallagher
demonstrated
that he is an
equally adept
comic with or
without the
props that
made him
famous.
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.a On the prowlfor Deerhunter
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By Dash Washerman, Layout Editor

On October 16, a Saturday
ni ght , I felt inspired—to
leave, that is. I decided that
for one weekend 1 would disappear from the Hill for a
ni ght of adventure on my own.
Leaving a weekend's worth of
red p lastic cups and blasting
Top-40 hits behind , I borrowed a friend's car and drove
toward downtown Boston ,
braving rush-hour traffic in
order to see Deerhunter perform at the Royale Boston .
With the recent release of
Halcyon Digest, the band' s
fourth studio album , I felt
that the three-hour drive was
something worth doing. And
with bumper-to-bumper traffic , I was humbled by the
extra hour it took to make my
way towards my "bi g idea. "
After braving
twisting
streets and finding a parking
spot in Boston Common , I
felt prepared as I walked
down the bustling, crowded
streets of an u n f a m i l i a r city
on Saturday night.
When I got to the club , one
of the opening acts was still
on , a rock group that had several songs that sounded like
angsty college rock. While I
waited in the crowd all I could
think about was the fact that I
drove almost two hundred
miles by myself to go to a concert by myself.
To boot , as I wrestled with
my sanity, I noticed a sea of
thick-rimmed Ray-Bans, Vnecks , and competitive conversations on Indie-music minutiae
surrounded me. I guess it felt
ri ght. We were all there to see
Deerhunter, and we all cheered
and clapped when the band
finally took the stage.
The band opened up with
"Desire Lines," which is probabl y one of the strongest
songs off of its new, criticall y
acclaimed album. The drums
and bass strike in unison as
the twinkle of an electric guitar gives way to demure , longing vocals on lost youth.
In short , "Desire Lines " is
like most of the songs on
Halcyon Digest: a marriage

between post-punk garagerock and polished , well-balanced ambiance. Because of
this ambient garage feel , none
of the quality was lost on the
stage as the band brought their
catchy, haunting song to life.
Formed in the alternative
music capital of Athens , GA
in 2001 , Deerhunter is made
up of Bradford Cox, Moses
Archuleta , Josh Fauver, and
Lockett Pundt. Cox , the lead
singer, is one of the most
striking peop le you 'll ever

Cox's dreamlike lyrics
created a
calm shoegaze
atmosphere
that was
almost transcendant in
the song's sad
ambience.
see—tall and deathly skinny
on account of his genetic
disorder Marfan syndrome;
he 's weird and he knows it.
Cox 's disassociation with
"normal" led him to explore
his love of music in solitude ,
to forge friendships throug h
bands and to assume an identity he felt comfortable with
under his solo music venture, Atlas Sound.
On stage , Cox performed
with an animal-like excitement alongside his band
mates. Deerhunter 's performance of "Revival" had an
upbeat rock rhythm made up
of low beating drums, a synthlike base, an acoustic guitar,
and Cox 's soaring, almostmoaning vocals.
Nostalgic
and
defiant,
"Revival" is one of the band' s
catchiest songs to date and
when the signature beginning
commenced , the crowd of
flannel-wearing twentysome-

things bounced in anticipation
and excitement. The pulse of
"Revival" continued as Cox
shredded almost endlessly on
the guitar in a manner shockingly similar to Jimi Hendrix
between songs. It was almost
a relief when Cox stopped
jamming and returned to the
world of the set list and sli ghtly inebriated fans.
Throughout Deerhunter 's
performance, audience members shouted requests for
"Helicopter," and Cox taunted
several times that the band wasn 't going to play the popular
song. In the blogosphere ,
"Helicopter" has received a lot
of attention and recently has
been the subject of several popular remixes.
I have to admit that this isn 't
my favorite song off of the
band's
new
album ,
but
Deerhunter surprising ly made
the live rendition effective
enjoyable.
The electronic twang of the
intro combined with Cox 's
dream-like lyrics created a calm
shoegaze atmosphere that was
almost transcendent in the
song 's calm, sad ambience.
"Desire Lines ," "Revival ,"
and "Helicopter " are just a
sampling of the goodness of
Halcyon Digest , the cover of
which is black and white and
has what appears to be a
blonde cross-dressing dwarf
looking upwards with hands
in prayer.
Despite its general oddity.
Halcyon Digest may be one of
the bi ggest musical contributions of the year. In all of its
songs, the album has a particular liveliness that , until now,
I didn 't realize I was looking
for—it 's like a welcomed sigh
of relief.
After listening to these and
many other songs performed in
the Royal Boston. I left the concert early in order to get a start
on the long, midni ght drive
ahead. As I traced my way back
to the Hill , Deerhunter echoed
from the car 's stereo and I
looked forward to a weekend's
sleep full of song.

Spotlight on WMHB DJs
Luke Bowe '13 & Dan Covert '13

Iglesias. And "Teenage Dream."
Classic.
Dan: "Con te partiro" by
Andrea Bocelli

SHOW TITLE?

Jussacouplaknuckleheads
DAY AND TIME SHOW AIRS?

Luke: "Friday I' m in Love" by
The Cure
Dan: "Smell yo Dick" by
Riskay
Both: "1980" by Dirt Nasty

IF YOU WERE GOING INTO BATTLE,

Tuesday nights from 10 p.m.
to midnight

WHAT ALBUM WOULD YOU WANT

WHAT MUSIC DO YOU PLAY?

Luke: The Monitor by Titus
Andronicus
Dan: Now 5, or Doomsday by
VTZ

TO PLAY?

Luke: Mostly Indie and go-go
Dan: Hip-hop, electronic , reggae, Canadian songstresses
Both: Charles Barkel y
BEST

MUSIC

TO

LISTEN

TO

BEFORE HEADING OUT ON THE
WEEKEND?

Luke: Gregorian chants, "The
Ping Pong Song" by Enrique

BEST ALBUM FOR A RAINY DAY?

Luke: All Killer No Filler by
Sum 41
Dan: Stay Human by Michael
Franti
FAVORITE ALBUM?

BEST MUSIC FOR A ROAD TRIP?

Luke: Creedence Clearwater
Revival , of course.
Dan: '90's sing-a-long songs.
Like Smash Mouth. And Nell y.

Luke : Maybe Stay Positive b y
the Hold Steady. Or anything
by the Hold Steady. Other
than that , Dragon Slayer by
Sunset Rubdown
Dan: True and Livin ' by Zion I

SONG YOU'RE SINGING IN THE
SHOWER?

LEAST FAVORITE ALBUM?

Luke: Anything by Phish
Dan: Anything Country

D a n : " T u b t h u m p e r " by
Chumbawumba
IF YOU CREATED YOUR

OWN

MUSIC YOU LISTEN TO INSTEAD

ALBUM, WHAT WOULD YOU CALL

OF DOING WORK?

IT?

Luke: Probably the album /
Ruined These Songs f o r You by
Intuition. It 's a collection of
really good songs that Intuition
adds his own rhymes to. It 's
like the concept of a mixtape
evolved.
Dan: Hip-hop instrumentals so
I can freestyle. And Phish.
They 're pretty chill.

Luke: Hesh to Impress
Dan: Sumpin 'Stank and 1 Want
Some

BEST ALBUM AFTER A BREAK UP?

L u k e : Either "Under the
Blackhght" by Rito Kilcy or
"The Greatest " by Cat Power

PRE-1990S SINGER/GROUP YOU
WOULD BRING BACK?

Luke: Louis Armstrong, Janis
Jop lin and Pope John Paul II.
Dan: Bob Marley. Jerry Garcia
and the Musical Sty lmgs of
Jesus Christ
WHAT IS YOUR DJ STYLE?

IF YOU'RE NOT IN THE MOOD FOR
MUSIC, WHAT'S THE NEXT BEST
THING?

Luke: Upper deck heaters ,
playm ' a leprechaun . Lord of the
Rings marathons, and 72 hour
Dungeon Raids on World of
Warcraft.
Dan: Packin ' fat lids of Beez. Or
a 5 Buck Box.

Luke: Kickin ' it from the heart ,
saying things about the bands
that probably no one but me
cares about, and attempting to
defend my honor against the
perpetual sharp wit of Mr.
Daniel P Covert. Mostly the
last part.
Dan: Just doin ' me and bein ' a
Knucklehead
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Crew races Head World soccer:
of the Charles ballin' vs. budget
By TIM BADMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, Colby College crew made its presence felt
at the Head of the Charles Regatta. Held annually on the
Charles River, which connects
Boston to Cambridge, the Regatta
is the world's largest two-day
rowing affair.
Every October, more than
300,000 spectators from all over
the world descend on the banks
of the Charles to watch the 8,000
plus rowers compete in 56
events. Since its inception in
1965, the Regatta has grown into
the nation 's most prestigious
crew event; the race even has its
own
Twitter
page
(@HOCR1965). The races themselves are held in the "Head" format, in which the starts of teams
are staggered by 15 seconds to
avoid collisions. Teams seek to
cover the 3.2-mile course in the
shortest time.
Colby 's men 's and women's
crew teams entered into the Collegiate eights events, which feature teams of eight rowers and a
coxswain from colleges and universities across the country.
The Colby women's team ,
consisting of Anna Leschen-Lindell '13, Allie Bolger '13, Lis
Henderson '11 , Charlotte Gardiner *I3 , Amy Paulekas '11 ,
Molly Clark '13, Rachel Jacobs
'13, Elise DeSimone '12 and
Katie Ricciardi ' 12, finished
25th out of 31 boats with a time
of 18 minutes, 26.185 seconds.
The women finished ahead of
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)

rivals such as Middlebury and
Tufts. Williams College Boat
Club took first place in the
Women's Collegiate eights division with a time of 16:24.219.
Dan Abrams * 13, Jack Vihstadt
'12, Peter Smithy '12, David
Cramer '12, Andrew Wall '12 ,
Noah Teachey *13, Nate Krump
'13, Will Brewer '11 and Pat
Adams ' 13 led the men's team to
a 28th place finish in the field of
42. It took coxswain Abrams and
the rest of the crew 15:57.272 to
navigate the winding Charles.
Adams said that the team was
content with their effort, if not the
results: "We finished 28th out of
42 boats...which is about where
we finished last year. We were expecting to improve off of that, but
I think the boat agreed that we
rowed our best possible race."
While the Colby crew contingent participates in the collegiate
events, the Head of the Charles
also includes races made for a variety of ages and skill levels. Several Colby alumni were entrants
in this year 's regatta, including
both men 's and women 's alumni
eights boats. The men 's alumni
boat placed 35th out of 43 boats,
while the women finished 22nd
out of 32.
Also succeeding at the Regatta
was Steve Whelpley *05, who
rowed to a fifth place finish in a
field of 27 boats. Whelpley competed in the Men 's Championship
Singles division.
The current Colby rowers take
on Bowdoin and Bates in the annual fall CBB head race at the
Hume Center and welcome the
support of the student body.

Alex Rodriguez; Mark Teixeira; C.C. Sabathia; These players are superstars, yet none of
them are the first to come to
mind when the New York Yankees are mentioned. The faces
of the Yankees for the last 10
years have undoubtedly been
Derek Jeter and Mariano
Rivera. The reason being that
they were both brought up
through the farm system, and
the fans saw them go from
rookies to future hall-of-famers
in the Yankees' pinstripes.
In today 's sporting world,
money is starting to become
synonymous with victory, regardless of the sport. The Yankees are the defending world
champ ions with the hi g hest
payroll in baseball. The NBA's
Miami Heat just became favorites by purchasing two superstars in LeBron James and
Chris Bosh. European soccer
teams like Manchester City,
Chelsea and Real Madrid have
significantly increased their
productivity over the last few
years with big purchases.
However, over the last three
weeks, an event not even mentioned on Sportsillustrated.com
provided a victory for the small
guy. Le Stade Rennais, a French
Ligue 1 soccer team , defeated
Toulouse 3-1 and tied Lens 0-0

to become the last undefeated
team in the league and take the
lead in the standings for the first
time in 40 years. In the meantime, the big spenders of the
league , Marseille and Lyon , remained fourth and 14th , respectively. During the offseason,
Marseille bought Andre-Pierre
Gi gnac and Lyon bought Yoann
Gourcuff, the two bi ggest names
on the French market. However,
Rennes will go into week 11 in
the lead.
Rennes ' resurgence is what
provides hope for smaller-budget teams. Rennes has the reputation of having one of the best ,
if not the best , farm systems in
France. Rennes has been rising
in the French rankings for several years now, finishing fourth
(qualifying for the Liga Europa)
twice in the last five years. The
culmination of their efforts came
this season as Rennes not only
took the lead , but also had three
players on the French national
team. Rennes ' farm system has
also produced many other highclass players such as Gourcuff
and Petr Cech.
While nobody knows how the
season will end for Rennes (there
are 28 games remaining), we do
know that they have shown that a
great farm system can contend
with a huge bud get. They have
shown that with years of training
and hard work , sometimes the
little guy wins. Sometimes
Rocky beats Apollo Creed.
Sometimes a group of college
kids beats the USSR. Sometimes
money doesn 't buy the happiness
of victory.

Field hockey stays alive in p lay off hunt
From FIELD HOCKEY , Page 16

Poulin recorded the first two goals
while Olivia Lattanzi ' 11 and
Heather Quadir '11 each contributed one assist. For her efforts,
Poulin was named the NESCAC
Player of the Week.
The senior leadership extended to
the defensive end as well, as Hali
Castleman's '11 aggressive play
helped the Mules earn another
shutout. The win marked Fontaine's
17th victory as a Mule. According to
Head Coach Amy Bematchez, "The
seniors have never put themselves
first. Their attitude has not been to
dwell on the fact that this is their last
season. Their mentality is that there
is still work to be done."
The first goal was scored in the
first 15 minutes of play off of a
penalty corner served in by junior
Caitlyn Lancaster. Junior defender
Sarah Falkof calmly collected and
prepared the ball for a quick shot

by Poulin. Nearly 15
minutes later, Poulin
scored her second goal of
the day, her tenth of the
season, off of an assist
from Quadir. With 15
minutes left to play, Lattanzi passed a ball from
the right side to sophomore Lucy Gerrity in the
middle, who put it past
the goalie to give the
Mules a 3-0 advantage.
Colby improved to 6-7
overall and 1-7 in NESCAC
play. The win keeps the
Mules in contention for a
NFC« IODICE/THE CO LBV ECHO
spot in the league playofls.
Co-captain Heather Quadir '11 handles in a 3-0 win over Conn College.
In order to secure a
spot, the Mules must beat
Bates in their final regular season with anybody," says Bematchez, maintain their fitness, repair inmatch on Friday. The consistently She believes that Colby "has the juries and polish their defensive
evenly-matched teams are known edge" over Bates this year, "but [the press and counter attack. As they
move forward, Bematchez says the
to compete with similar styles of team] has to prove it on the field."
Colby will practice this week team will be "thrilled just to get in
play in a long tradition of school rivalry. "When we play good team with a very clear set of goals to to the tournament," adding, "we're
defense, I think we can compete guide them. The team will look to going to take it one game at a time."

Volleyball f allsto Bates and UNE, tops Regis
From VOLLEYBALL , Page 16

with 20 di gs.
Thursday proved no easier for
the struggling Mules as they travelled to UNE onl y to fall in
straight sets.
The Mules lost 25-23 to the
Nor 'easters in the first frame ,
before falling 25-12 and 25-9
in the final sets. F -ather Arvidson '11 led the team offensively with seven kills , while
Pleasants added another 13 assists to her stat sheet. Reich
and Burchill were the defensive lynch p ins , with Reich
recording
nine
digs
and
Burchill eight.
After two disappointing midweek performances, Colby was
in great form for their last
home game of the season
against Reg is , winning 25-23 ,
25-16 , 25-20.
For seniors Arvidson , Reich
and Hannah Bowman , their last
game in the Wadsworth Gymna-

sium proved to be a high point.
Arvidson once again played
the role of offensive leader ,
racking up a team-leading
nine k i l l s , while Bowman
contributed 12 digs and Reich
added another eight. The rest
of the team seemed equally
set on giving their seniors a
fond farewell. Lily KramlichTay lor '14 , Burchill and Taylor contributed seven k i l l s
each. Mackie Sewall ' 12
added five kills.
Pleasants racked up another
25 assists in the win. She is currently tenth in assists per game
in the NESCAC and leads all
first-years in total assists.
Next weekend , Colby will
travel to Hartford, Conn, to face
Trinity College , Wesleyan University and Connecticut College
in their final NESCAC tournament of the season.
The Mules are still looking for
their first conference win and
hope to end the season on a positive note-

NICKIOOICf/TMF COLBY FCMO

Maggie Taylor '13 spikes a ball in Colby s' home win over Regis.

I DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Nick Kmetz '12
SPORT:
Football

HOMETOWN:

^\

^
JL^
#

Laurel, Delaware _ . ,
Total touchdowns so
POSITIONfar tnis season
Quarterback
WHY: Colby's junior quarterback led the
Mules to their second league win in a 35-7
thrashing of Hamilton. Kmetz completed 14
of his 22 pass attempts for 147 yards and
two touchdowns. He has racked up over
1000 yards and nine touchdowns so far
this season. Kmetz has also gained 150
yards on 60 rushes , including one score .

Devastator of
the week: Nick
Kmetz '12

Crew teams
race at Head of
the Charles
PAGE IS

PAGE IS
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Muteswm, 23in NESCAC Soccerrails 20 to Conn

'

CHRIS KASPHAK/'HE COLBY ECHO

Senior running back Conor Tidgwell stiff arms a Hamilton playerin Saturdays 35- 7 win over the Continentals.
ran 25 yards on the previous play.
Connor Walsh '12 had a 23-yard
run during the seven-play, 63-yard
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23
drive. Soon after, defensive back
Richard Newton ' 11 intercepted a
¦
^I S S U B S S ^M
M
Continentals pass and returned the
The Colby football team dom- ball 64 yards, increasing Colby 's
inated the Hamilton Continentals lead to 21-7.
35-7 for their second win of the
Newton 's second interception
season this past Saturday at Seav- run ended on Hamilton 's 19-yard
erns Field.
line. The 31-yard run gave him
After a scoreless first quarter , 95 total yards on his two interthe Mules struck just 35 seconds ception returns.
into the second quarter on a pass
Colby 's next touchdown came
from quarterback Nick Kmetz ' 12 when Kmetz found Tidgwell in
to Patrick Burns M l . Colby missed the end zone, upping the score to
the extra point attempt. Hamilton 28-7. Three minutes later, Ian
scored next on a 31 -yard pass from Borthwick M2 ran 30 yards for a
Steve Mello M1 to Ryan Cray ' 12, touchdown, bringing the final
bringing the halftime score to 7-6 score to 35-7.
in favor of Hamilton.
Punter Connor Sullivan '12 had
Colby 's command of the foot- the most successful day of his colball in the second half ultimately
legiate career. He had three punts
led to their impressive win. The for a 49.7-yard average, one of
Mules took the lead on a one-yard which was a 66-yard kick , his
run from Conor Tidgwell ' 11 who longest as a Mule. For his perBy DANIELLE DAITCH
STAFF WRITER
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First league
win for field
hockey, 3-0
By KATHERINEMCCARRICK
STAFF WRITER

Last Wednesday, the Mules field
hockey team traveled to Biddeford,
Maine to play a non-league match
against the University of New England (UNE). The Mules earned
their fifth victory of the season with
a 1-0 win over the Nor 'easters.
Colby finished the season undefeated in non-conference play.
The game's only goal came in
the 11th minute of the second half
when senior co-captain Meryl
Poulin pushed a rebounded shot
past the Nor 'easter goaltender. The
goal marked Poulin 's 20th career
goal and eighth of the season.
Liz Fontaine ' 11 earned the
shutout with eight saves in net for
Colby. The win set the tone for the
weekend and gave the Mules confidence going into a competitive
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
game on Saturday.
In their final game on the Bill
Alfond turf, a collective team effort
led by a determined senior class
earned Colby their first NESCAC
win of the season. All five seniors
played important roles in a huge 30 victory over Connecticut College
(Conn) on Saturday. Offensively,
See FIELD HOCKEY, Page 15

formance, Sullivan was named the
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) Special Teams Player of the Week.
Sullivan also relieved Kmetz at
quarterback and completed one
pass for 10 yards.
Kmetz finished with 147 yards
and two touchdowns. Tidgwell led
the offense with 39 yards on nine
carries. Borthwick had 36 yards
on three runs. Walsh had four
catches and six runs for 57 yards
total. Andrew Graham Ml had
three receptions for 40 yards.
The Mules had a strong defensive
showing against the Continentals. In
addition to Newton's interceptions,
Tom DuSy ' 12 and Derrick Beasley
' 13 made eight tackles each. Ryan
Murphy Ml added seven tackles,
and Ryan Veillette '13 had four, including two sacks.
Colby (2-3) will face Bates College (1-4) next Saturday at 1 p.m.
at Alumni Stadium in Lewiston.

NICK lOCHCE/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby first-year midfielder Nate Tolmanf i ghts f o r a ball during Saturday s 2-0 loss to Conn College.
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 23

aaiCTMIMMMMBM LI
The Colby men 's soccer team
dropped their final home match of
the season to the Camels of Connecticut College (Conn), 2-0.
The loss puts Colby in sixth
place in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC). The Mules ' overall
season record is 6-6- 1 and they
are 3-5-0 in the NESCAC.
The Saturday game against Conn
ended with a 2-0 loss. After a scoreless first half, the Mules surrendered
two goals in the second half.
The first occurred after a
turnover in Mule territory that led
to a penetrating dish and chip that
found its way into the Colby net.
The second came on a comer
kick—a chest-to-toe goal that

snuck past the Colby defense.
"The Camel toed the ball right
through our defensive] unit," Ben
Desmond ' 11 said after the game.

Colby needs to
beat or tie Bates
in order to
guarantee
themselves a
spot in the
playoffs. The
Mules own their
own destiny.
Colby only managed three shots
on goal. Nate Tolman M4 had a
left-footed rip that went just over
the crossbar at the 58-minute mark.

Mules downed by Camels, 2-1
By THOMAS ATTAL
STAFF WRITER
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Following a very strong performance against New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) powerhouse
Amherst, the Colby women 's
soccer team was looking to build
momentum against Husson last
Tuesday. However, Colby continued to have problems with
their offense.
20 minutes into the first half,
Husson opened the scoring
through Michelle Manning '11.
Unfortunately, Colby was unable
to turn the tables as they mustered only one shot on target all
game. This lack of offensive
openings has plagued the Mules
all season.
Colby 's outstanding defense
remained
and
goalkeep ing
strong. The defense, led by captain Su-Lin Del Guercio M l , did
not allow another goal all game.
Senior goalkeeper Loni Pisani
had another strong outing with
three saves.
Goalkeep ing has been the
hi ghlig ht of Colby 's season thus
far. Sophomore goalie Jay de
Bennett has recorded five
shutouts this year and was
named a NESCAC player of the
week earlier in the season.
Pisani came back from an injury
and recorded a shutout of her

This weekend is the final push
for the playoffs. Every team has
one last game to determine the
seeds. Colby sits in sixth place with
nine points, while Bates (Colby 's
opponent next week), Conn and
Trinity are tied for seventh with
seven points each. Wesleyan is in
last place with six points. Colby
needs to beat or tie Bates in order
to guarantee themselves a spot in
the playoffs. The Mules own their
own destiny.
If Bates beats Colby, Trinity
would have to beat Amherst and
either Conn or Wesleyan would
have to get a win for the Mules to
miss the playoffs.
Next week, the Mules will
travel down to Lewiston to face
local rival Bates. The game is at 3
p.m. on Friday. Skip classes if you
need to and head down to Lewiston to cheer on your Colby Mules
as they try to win their way into
the playoffs.

V-ball 1-2
last week ,
beats Regis
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER
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Junior forward Julie Denison receives a pass during Saturday 's 2-1 loss to Connecticut College.
own two weeks ago.
With only two games left in the
regular season, the Mules hoped
to welcome their parents to Colby
with a win on Saturday against
Connecticut College (Conn).
The Mules got off to a good
start , as Carl y Dee '14 scored
with six minutes remaining in
the first half. Less than two
minutes later , Conn tied it up
with an unassisted goal by
Kate Wegener '14. Colby
hoped to take the lead back in
the second half , but Katelyn
Driscoll '12 gave the Camels
the advantage with 37 minutes

left to play. Colby wasn 't able
to find the back of the net
again , and Conn went home
with a 2-1 victory.
The defeat leaves Colby winless in conference play despite
four wins against non-conference opponents.
The Mules ' record does not
show how well they have been
able to keep up with NESCAC
leaders Amherst and third-place
Middlebury. They were also
able to tie Trinity, Wesleyan
and Bowdoin , all three of
which are playoff-bound.
So why is Colby at the bottom

of the NESCAC standings? In
this powerhouse conference ,
sometimes good, even great ,
teams are left out. Colby was able
to stick with the league 's elite ,
but they were unable to finish. Be
sure that Colb y will be back
stronger next year, and ready to
make a run at the playoffs.
Before the Mules start preparing for next year, they will face
long-time rival Bates at home
on Friday to close out the season. A Colby win would not
only put a positive end to the
season , but also knock Bates out
of the p layoffs.

The Colby College volleyball team hosted their final
home game of the season on
Saturday, a 3-0 win over
Reg is College.
The team also saw action
during the week , losing in
strai ght sets to both Bates College on Tuesday and the University of New Eng land (UNE)
on Thursday.
Tuesday was a continuation of
a tough season for the Mules
against New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) opponents. The Bobcats jumpec' to an early lead ,
winning the first set 25-13. However, Colby nearl y managed a
comeback in the third set, losing
onl y 25-23.
Maggie Tay lor ' 1 3 had an
e x c e l l e n t game for Colby,
t u r n i n g in 18 digs , five k i l l s
and
three
aces.
Caitlin
Burchill '12 contributed a
team-leading
seven
kills
a l o n g w i t h a pair of aces ,
w h i l e Kate Pleasants '14 finished with 1 7 assists and three
aces. Defensively, senior captain Claire Reich led the way
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